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^ LaSalle County Station-Unit 1

Cable Screading Room Fire Protection System - Soray Test Procedure

1.0 PURPOSE -

Spray Test #1 - To determine total water spray density for 25 sq.ft. of
cable pan.

Spray Test #2 - To determine water spray density for 1 sq.ft. a distance
-of 10 ft from the spray nozzle.

2.0 SCOPE

To verify the design of the Unit 1 Cable Spreading Room Water Spray Systen.

; 3.0 PROCEDURE
'

Waterstops are arranged and the spray nozzle is positioned in accordance with'
Attachment fl. A 5 in. x 30 in. (width of pan) drain opening is already
provided in the cable pan. A water collecting device is temporarily attached, ,,

to the pan under the drain opening. Water from the collecting device is routed
,

j' to a calibrated 20 gallon container via flexible hose. A temporary globe v41ve ~
is insta}}ed just upstream of the spray nozzle for regulating water supply N- ; ,

'
i ' pressure to the nozzle. A calibrated pressure gauge (Attachment #2, iPG-89 Ni

-

: from Morrison Construction Co.) is also installed at this location. 'i

The system is manually tripped and pressure is regulated to the desired nozzle
pressure with the temporary globe valve. After nozzle pressure and water flow-

in the pan are stabilized, the 20 gallon calibrated container is moved under
f)- the drain hose and timed until full. '-

'

TEST RESULTS
,

Spray Test #1:
,

'' Trial #1 Nozzle pressure 10 psig.
Time for 20 gal, fill 2 min. 32 sec.
Nozzle flow = 20 gal . = 7.9 GPM I

2.53 min.

Trial #2 Nozzle pressure 15 psig.
- Time for 20 gal, fill 2 min. 11 sec.

Nozzle flow - 20 cal . = 9.2 GPM
2.18 min.

.
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3.0 PROCEDURE (Cont'd) {

TEST RESULTS i
Spray Test #1: :-

'

Full Nozzle Flow Trial
(all nozzle flow directed to container)

Nozzle pressure 10 psig.
'

Time for 20 gal. fill 2 min.12 sec.
Mozzle flow = 20 gal ._ = 9.1 GPH

2.20 min. -

910 psig, nozzle pressure. 871 (7.9GPM/9.1 GPM) of flow is
conti!ned by the cable pan.

,

Spray Test #2:

Nozzle pressure 10 psig.
Ticie for 20 gal . fill ------ *

* although a light spray was detected, time was not measured
since the ' flow into the container was negligible.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS.

Spray Test #1: (total density for 25 sq.ft.)~

Spray density = 7.9 CPM = .32 GPM/sq.ft.-

( 25 sq.ft. 910 psig nozzle pressure

Spray Test #2: (density of I sq. ft.10 f t, from nozzle)

A negligible spray density was demonstrated. 9 10 psig, nozzle pressure.
1

Prepered by: . .

| E. Fal oject Construction Dept.
|
! Reviewed by: -

- R. Cosaro, Pr ect st. Superintendent

Approved by: 4-5zre/K S[N//S
WF Stepfens'pfi, Pr'oject Man 6ge/
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LaSalle County Stattort thilt 1

Cable Spreading Room Fire Protection Spray Test'

-

Determines the total water spray density for a 10 ft. lengthSpray Test il -

of cable pan.

'

Spray Test #2 Determines the density of I sq. f t. of cable pan area a distance-

of 10 sq. f t, from the nozzle. |

SPRAY TEST #1

Nozzle6" waterstop
[
u

L J
\ \ |

Open (Collected) Open
|

\ " waterstop (|= 10'0" = 9,
6

|
i

|

SPRAY TEST #2

k
.

r ,

gINozzle6' wa terstop

7 " x 4" waterstop j2(,

b j " |

b~ K.Open (Collected) A i _=Open
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H.3 FIhE HAZARDS ANALYSIS

H.3.1 Refueling Floor-

'
s

J, H.3.1.1 Re fueling Floor - Zone 1

Toi's area consists of one zone only.
\

Dencriptinn

The ref,0e, ling ' floor is the upper floor of the reactor buildings
and is sco.nmon to both units. The steam dryer and separator
storage pools, spent fuel storage pools, and naw fuel storage
vault are included in this area.

~

,

All bar,rier walls above elevation 843 feet-6 inches are exterior'

wallt i;onsisting of insulated fluted metal siding on steel girts.
They a re blow-in/ blow-out panels with an infiltration /exfiltra-
tion critoria of 420 cfm. The only exception is the west wall
which has a large portion of structural reinforced concrete
block. This 3-hour fire rated wall connects the reactor building
to the auxiliary building's roof. There is a nonrated door that
leads into an airlock on the auxiliary building's roof.

sThe floor slab of this fire area is at elevation 843 feet-6'

inches and is a minimum of 18-inch thick structural reinforced
concrete supported on concrete beams. Thirty-six floor drains
are provided. There are numerous hatches covered with removable-
concrete slabs ranging in thickness from 6 to 40 inches. They
have a 1/4-inch steel f rame with a 4-inch bearing surface all
around.

There are two elevator openings and four stair openings present.
Two of the stair openings are open and have no fire rating. The
south and east walls of the other two stair openings are 3-hour
fire rated. The north and west walls carry a 2-hour-fire rating.
The elevator has 3-bour fire rated south and west walls and
2-hour fire rated north and east walls. The elevator walls
extend up to within 1 inch of the roof slab. This space is

dn gs to stairsfilled with a silicone foam fire sealgtrwafire doors Wraneled " A" fireand elevators are UL labeled "B"

doors, separate zones. The elevator shaft has a 2-hour fire -

rating. Due to the open stairs, the floor slab has no firer

^ Ns rating.
3

N
The roof slab of this fire area is at elevation 894 feet-0 inch
and is UL Class "A" built-up roofing with 2-inch rigid insulation
ovar 1 1/ 2-inch metal decking on exposed structural steel beams
and girders. There in one roof hatch provided. There are 12
roof drains provided.

:

The refueling floor is served by both Unit 1 and 2 reactor
,

building -ventilation systems. The ventilation air is distributed !

}'

. ,,! j
* ,

\'

%.
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Planned Modifications

i No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.2.2 Elevation 820 feet-6 inches - Fire Zone 2B1.

Description

All barrier walls of this fire zone are structural reinforced
concrete. They are keyed and doweled into the floor and ceiling
slab.

The north wall is 36 inches thick and common to fire zone 3B1.
There is a UL labeled "A" fire door provided. This wall has a
3-hour fire rating. g,
The east and south walls have a minimum thickness of 24 inches

| and are exterior walls. They each have a minimum 3-hour fire
ratings.

The west wall is 72 inches thick and has an opening that provides
access to zone 2B2 via a passageway. The section of this wall
common with the reactor primary containment has a minimum 3-hour
fire rating.

The floor slab is at elevation 820 f eet-6 inches and is common to
fire zone 2D. It is 18-inch thick structural reinforced concrete
supported on concrete beams. There is an open stairway in the
northeast corner, an equipment hatch, 8-inch thick removable'

concrete slabs, and openings covered with checkered plates.
Seven floor drains are provided.

The ceiling slab of this fire zone is at elevation 843 feet-6
,

inches and is common to fire area 1. It varies from 18 inch to
54 inch thick structural reinforced concrete supported on
concrete beams. There is one stair opening in the northeast
corner, sections of 6-inch and 12-inch thick removable concrete
slabs, and openings covered with checkered plates.

Due to the open stairs and the openings covered with checkered
plates, the floor and ceiling slabs have no fire ratings.
This zone contains the general area at elevation 820 feet-6
~ inches on the east side of the Unit 1 reactor building.

-

J Ventilation air f or this zone is supplied from the reactor -

building ventilation system through ductwork, and exhausted into- |

the holding pump cubicles located in fire zone 2B2. The,

<

,

temperature within this zone is maintained between 650 F and ,

J

104' F.

The reactor building ventilation system is a once-through system
comprised of 100% outdoor air. The air is exhausted via the main

'|' :
<

.

%
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# credible fire to a single division. The standby gas treatment
system located in the Unit 2 reactor building serves as a backup
to the Unit 1 system. A deluge system is provided to extinguish
a fire in the standby gas treatment system.

Planned Modifications

No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.2.3 Elevation 820 feet-6 inches - Fire Zone 2B2
*

Description

All barrier walls of this fire zone are structural reinforced
concrete that are keyed and doweled into the floor and ceiling
slabs. ,

The north wall is 36 inches thick and common to fire zone 3B2.
There is a UL labeled "A" fire door,provided in this wall. This
wall has a 3-hour fire rating. %g.

The east wall is 72 inches thick and has an opening that provides
access to fir'e zone 2B1 via a passageway. The section of this
wall common with the reactor primary containment has a minimum
3-hour fire rating.

,

The south wall is an exterior wall with a 24-inch minimum
thickness. This wall has a minimum 3-hour fire rating.

The, west wall has a minimum thickness of 24 inches and is common
to fire zone 4A. The wall has a minimum 3-hour fire rating.

The floor slab of this fire zone common with fire zone 2c, is at
elevation 820 feet-6 inches and elevation 823 feet-6 inches. It

is 18 inch to 36 inch thick structural reinforced concrete
supported on concrete beams. There is an elevator and a stair
opening provided in the floor slab. The elevator is enclosed on
the north and east by 11 5/8-inch thick concrete block walls that
extend up to within_1 inch of the ceiling slab. The south and
west walls of this fire zone complete the enclosure. There is an
area of 8-inch thick removable concrete slabs and an opening
covered with a checkered plate. :

.

The ceiling slab of this zone is common to fire zone 2A and fire
area 1 at elevations 832 feet-0 inch and 843 feet-6 inches
respectively. The section of the ceiling slab common with fire
zone 2A consists of 6-inch thick structural reinforced concrete
on 1 1/2-inch by 18 gauge metal decking supported by exposed
steel beams. The ceiling slab common with fire area 1 is 18-inch
to 40-inch thick structural reinforced concrete supported by
concrete beams. There are concrete removable slabs varying in
thickness from 12 inches to 40 inches and openings covered with

.

H.3-8
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|

C' Class 2A-20B:C portable fire extinguisher, and one class 20B:C j
'

portable fire extinguisher. |

Desian-Basis Fire

The design-basis fire would not spread from this zone due to a
lack of continuity of combustibles. The physical separation
between divisional and divisional associated cables and the lack
of an external energy source between them limits the maximum
credible fire to a single division.

.

Planned Modifications .

bl 44 bl '.
m. w} < rf.|,tr efetecf.*en ltU$M / O |>l i n -,o e 9 g,-

-- % <,- .A <- su;n .

if/SkcfN NYL b4. E A b i O l c ) "a . d ] tI/N S h Ye fW #gf
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H.3.2.5 Unit 1 - Elevation 706 feet-6 inches - Fire Zone 2D

Description .

All barrier walls of this fire zone are structural reinforced
concrete. They are keyed and dc seled into the . floor and ceiling
slabs.

The north wall has a minimum thickness of 36 inches arid is common

firedoork.ocated 56(
1to fire zone 3D. There is one UL labeled "A" .

(, in this uall. This wall has a 3-hour fire rating. M o.

The east and south walls are a 24-inch thich exterior wall. They
have a minimum 3-hour fire rating.

The west wall is 36 inches thich and common to fire zone 4B. It
has a minimum 3-hour fire rating.
.

The circular inner wall of 'this done is 48-inch thick structural
reinforced concrete and is part of the reactor primary

-

containment structure. It has a minimum 3-hour fire rating.

The floor slab of this fire zone is at elevation 786 feet-6
inches and is common to fire zone 22. The floor slab is 18-inch
thick structural reinforced concrete supported on structural

-

concrete beans and walls.' There are two secticns of 8-inch thick
removable concrete slabs, openings covered with checkered plates,
and an equipment hatch. There is an elevator and two stair
openings. The stairs are open and have no fire rating. The

elevator is in thu nouthwest corner of this fire zone. The north

and east walls are 11-5/8 inch thich concrete olock which ' extend
up to within 1 inch of the steel beam. -

The ceiling sicb c f '..'.ic zone ir at elevation 807 fect-0 inch.
al.evotien C20 f.re: ; inches , rnd elevation 8t:3 f r.et-6 ir. :hw e r' I

is cci..:::an to firc .ce s i, and Liu acnes 2?.1 and 2C. It is a j
.

minic.i:n of id-ine!. i'.2 k cructutt.1 reinforce:d concrete uut..aorted |

on concrete h u..a. ': . :re z.re t to rections cf c:;-inch thich
I
*

h. 3- 12
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Extinguishing and Detecting Capabilities

Manual fire protection equipment consists of two firehose
stations each with 75 feet of 1 1/2-inch UL listed hose, two
firchose stations with 50 feet of 1 1/2-inch UL listed hose,
three Class 2A-20B:C portable fire extinguishers, and two Class
20B:C portable fire extinguishers. Ionization detectors are
provided to annunciate an alarm in the control room.

Design-Basis Fire

The design-basis fire would not spread f rom this zone due to a
lack of continuity of combustibles. The physical separation
between divisional and divisional associated cables and the lack
of an external energy source hetween them limits the maximum
credible fire to a single division. The physical separation
between the containment monitoring panels .is such as to minimize
the possibility of a fire affecting both panels. The Unit 2

to Unit 1 and will notpost-LeCA hydrogen recombiner is redundant
be af fected by a fire in this zone.

Planned Modifications

No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.2.6 Unit 1 - Elevation 761 f eet-0 inch - Fi re Zone 2E

Description
_

All barrier walls of this fire zone are structural reinforced
concrete and are keyed and doweled into the floor and ceiling
slabs.

The north wall of t his fire zone is common to fire zone 3E and
has a minimum thickness of 36 inches. There are two UL labeled
"A" fire doors orovided in this wall. The wall has a 3-hour
rating. Mu
The east and south walls of this fire zone are exterior walls and
have a thickness of 24 inches. They both have a minimum 3-hour
fire rating.

^ and
The west wall of this fire zone is common to fire zones 4C1There is one a 2 E TANAMT

Mp. 4C7 and has a minimum thickness of 36 inches.;~ '. c ' ;J door provided in this wall. The wall has a 3-hour

fire rating.

The circular inner wall of this zone is 48-inch thick structuralreinforced concrete and is part of the reactor primary
containment. It has a minimum 3-hour fire rating.

The floor slab of this fire zone is at elevation 761 feet-0 inch
and is structural reinforced concrete with a minimum thickness of
18 inches supported on concrete beans. There are numerous

.

H.3-14
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Fire Loading
t

The fire loading for this zone, including a transient fire 2loading equivalent to 55 gallons of lube oil, is 37,900 Btu /ft .
This is equivalent to a fire severity of less than 1/2 hour.

Extinguishing and Detecting Capabilities

Manual fire protection equipment consists of four firehose
stations with 50 feet each of 1 1/2-inch UL listed hose, two
Class 2A-20B:C portable fire extinguishers, and four Class 20B:C
portable fire extinguishers. Ionization detectors are provided ,

to detect a fire and annunciate an alarm in the control room.

Design-Basis Fire

The design-basis fire would not spread from this zone due to a
lack of continuity of combustibles. The physical separation
between divisional and divisional associated cables and the lack
of an external energy source between them limits the maximum
credible fire to a single-division. Physical separation is
utilized to minimize the possibility that a fire would not affect
botn a primary containment atmosphere hydrogen and oxygen
monitoring panel and its redundant counterpart.

Planned Modifications

No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.2.7 Unit 1 - Elevation 740 feet-0 inch - Fire Zone 2F

~

Description

All barrier walls of this fire zone are structural reinforced
concrete and are keyed and doweled into the floor and ceiling
slabs.

The north wall of this fire zoric common with fire zone 3F, has ae

minimum thickness of 36 inches. There is a pair of UL labeled
"A" fire doors provided i this wall.

1 Gd. a. %The east and south walls of this fire zone are exterior walls
that have a thickness of 24 inches. :

The west wall of this tire zone has a minimum thickness of 36
inches.

Thi walls common with fire zonc 2K are 56 inches thick. There is
a blast door for access to the main steamline shaf t.

The north, south, east, and west walls of this zone all have a ;

minimum 3-hour fire rating. (
1

.

H.3-16
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Combustible Materials

Combustible materials consist of cable insulation, ventilationseals and gaskets, and a small amount of lube oil.
Fire Loading

The fire loading for this zone, including a transient fire
loading equivalent to 55 gallons of lube oil, is 50,100 Btu /ft2
This is equivalent
1/2 hour. to a fire severity of slightly greater than

Extinguishing and Detecting Capabilities

The ionization detectors sound an alarm in the control room. {

Manual fire protection equipment consists of five firehose
stations with 50 feet each of 1
class 2A-20B:C portable fire extinguishers,1/2-inch UL listed hose, two

3

i

portable fire extinguishers. and two class 20B:C

Design-Basis Fire
i

The design-basis fire would not spread from this
lack of continuity of combustibles. zone due to a

The physical separation -
between divisional and divisional associated cables and the J ackof an external energy source between them limits the maximumcredible fire to a single division. _

Planned Modifications
.

No modifications are required in this zone.
'

!H.3.2.8
Unit 1 - Elevation 710 feet-6 inches - Fire Zone 2G

Description ;
_

All barrier walls of this fire zone are structural reinforced
concrete and are keyed and doweled into the floor and ceilingslabs.

The north wall of this fire zone, common with fire zone 3G, has a
minimum thickness of 36 inches for access to fire zone zone 3G.

_There are two pairs of doors forming an airlock.
doors . - UL labeled "A" fire doory The wall has a 3-hour

One pair of -Sk alsbdk
'" "9

oc h k A a. a-NdbJ

The east wall is a minimum h incnes ,hi 6. One portion of thewall is common with the of f gas filter building and the other
portion is an exterior wall. i

for access to the off gas filter building fire zone 10A1.There is a UL labeled"A" fire door EnDb ou
,

Leading to the equipment access airlock is a 21-foot G-inch highby 14-foot
to withstand tornadic winds.10-inch wide motor-driven swing door which is required,

The wall has a 3-hour rat 2ng.

dH.3-18 I-
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The south wall is a minimum 24 inches thick. One portion of the
wall is common with the turbine building corridor in fire zone
SC11 and the other portion is an exterior wall. There is a rCF 4

3 9dd2f!Hir.c,4Jrte& door f or access to the turbine building.1

gi fincA /k'ex fc/N Sier/j $&etM##"' W
A .toAstM.

. .. geg,g,The west wall, common to auxiliary uilding tire zones 4F _.

4F3 and the main steamline shaft (fire zone 2K) , is a minimum 36 34,ys% y
+

inches thick. For access to fire zone 4F3 there is a " ' ' '
'

,

c;1 . --21 % g-a m_ ving.'- - - -

The circular inner walls of this zone are 48 inch thick
structural reinforced concrete and are part of the coac+nn .

primary containment. g ' inca /%/cm Sc/M SN
"

- a/sve -
The floor slac at elevation 710 feet-6 inches is a i.iinimu. P4k-

18-inch thick structural reinforced concrete. In the four 9d:udt{
tRe $,goutside corners of the zone there are stairwells. The stairwel sJ

'

in the northwest and southeast corners are enclosed with 28-inch k Tconcrete shielding block and have a nonrated door. The floors of 'skthese two enclosures are tretal grating which rests at elevation
712 feet-11-1/4 inches. The tops of the walls extend up to
within 1 inch of the ceiling slab. Also in the southwest corner
is an elevator hoistway which is enclosed by an 11 5/C-inch tnich
concrete shielding block wall. The floor slab contains manye
removable concrete slabs having a minimum thickness of 6 inches.s

There are eighteen 4-inch ficar drains in the floor slah as well
as a number of removabic checkered stcel plates.

The ceiling slab of this area, at elevation 740 feet-0 inch is
structural reinforced concrete varying in thickness from 18
inches to 36 inches. There are numerous minimum 6-inch thich
removable concrete slabs cnd an equipment hatch. There are also
an elevator and two stair openings. .

Due to the open stairu, nonrated elevator, and equipment hatch,
the floor and ceiling slabs have no fire ratings.

This zone contains the general arca and cubicles at elevation 710
fect-6 inches of the Unit 1 reactor building. Ventilation air is
supplied through ductwork, mixed with air fro:a elevation 740
feet-0 inch and then exhausted through the EHR heat e:: changer
cubicles to the floor holow. The temperature is mcintained.
between 650 F a nd 104" F in the general area, 7.nd between 650 F
and 1220 F in the cubicles.

Sa f etv-l<el a ted Pn.! - .r it

This zone containe t c- 'W O-V motor-centrol c ent r<:, t!.o Tdm he t ,

exchnneerr, ihn P - inctru:. : .t t.a els . -.d P, t: . :. .::t "- j.

recirect.tica i::c - .e pancis ;. cod T., t r.e r..a in s ee-a., '. lc,u i

instrumcar p.n.c l s '. . * 0, and vcrious saic ty-r cia n:c e ..;iar. l

.
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In four of these walls there is a nonrated doors leading to outer?. .
\

fire zones 2H2, 2H3, 2H4, and 2HS. There is one UL labeled "A".

door on the no;th wall for access to fire zone 3H1.
i(J44,a 444044% M.

The walls commoh with fire zcnes 2K, 3H1, 1081, and the south
fire rating.

exterior wall have a minimum 3-hour
The major part of the flocr, at elevation 694 feet 6 inches, is

some of which is removable. The remaining floor
steel grating ,
area is 18-inch and 24-inch thick structural reinforced concrete.-There are a number of 6-inch concrete pads for HV/ic equipment,
and there are two openings for removable concrete slabs along
with two ladder access openings going down to elevation 673there are six 4-inch floor drains p'rovidedf ee t- 4 inches. A ls o,

in the floor slab.
at elevation 710 feet-6 inches, is the floorThe ceiling slab,

slab of fire zone 2G and is a minimum 18-inch thick structural
reinf orced con.c rete.
There are numerous openings and grating in the floor and ceiling
slabs; because of this, they have no fire rating.

elevation 694 feet-6Thin zone comprises the general area at
1 reactor building. Ventilation ai,r is

inches of the Unit iinduced through this zone f rom areas above and then into the ma n,-

V steam tunnel through the isolation dampers. The temperature isy

maintained between 650 F and 1040 F throughout the zone.

Safoty-Related Eatli pmen t
_

This zone contains four CSCS area coolers for cooling the ECCS o
pump cubicles, and various saf ety-related cables. g ,

Protection Criteria and Measures g//
The cable trays for ESF Divisions 1 and 2 are no el _ _:r than 50
feet from one another. The north side of this zone contains
Division 1 and the southeast side contains Division

.

Divisional or divisional associated cabling is routed in conduitCable firewhen necessary to preserve the divisional separation.The fo CSCSstops are used through all zone boundary walls.
area coolers are located in the four corners of this zone.

Due

to the low fire loading, only manual fire protection is provided.
.

Combustible Materials

The combustibic naterials in this zone consist of cc.bleinsulation and ventilation seals and gaskets. ,

!!. 2- 21
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( cables and the lack of an external energy source between them'

limits the maximum credible fire to a single division.

Planned Modi _fications

No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.2.15 Unit 1 HPCS Cubicle - Fire Zone 2I2

Description

This fire zone is enclosed by walls constructed of minimumThe room is in the24-inch thick structural reinforced concrete.
two wal As are at the southwest corner ofshape of a triangle:reactor building; the third wall is adjacent to firethe Unit 1 Thezone 211, and one watertight door leads to zone 2I1.

southwest corner is adjacent to fire zones 6E, 7C6, and 7C5. The -

south and west walls have a minimum 3-hour rating. .

The floor slab at elevation 673 feet-4 inches is 84-inch thickIn thestructural reinforced concrete and is the base slab. #
5/8-inchsouthwest corner there is an elevator hoistway with 11 '

thick concrete shielding block walls. Next to the elevator,.

'

along the south wall, is a stair opening going up to elevation
710 feet-6 inches. Enclosing the stairwell is a 7 5/8-inch thick - r

concrete block wall with one labeled "B" door 5nd a silicone foamr

fire seal at the top of the wall. This enclosure has a 2-hour
is

fire rating. Along the south wall, adjacent to the stairway,
A strainer pit is also located ina sump pit with a steel cover.There are two 4-inch drains provided in the floorthe same area.

slab.

at elevation 694 feet-6 inches, is 28 inchThe ceiling slab,
thick structural reinforced concrete and is the floor slab ofThere are numerous openings in the ceiling slab.fire zone 2H2.Because of this, the ceiling slab is not fire rated.

This cubicle communicates with the area above (fire zone 2H2) and
is ventilated in a similar manner. Temperatures are maintained
between 650 F and 1220 F.

'

Safety-Related Equipment

This zone contains the HPCS pump, the HPCS water -leg pump, the
instrumentation panel, and various ESP Division 3 cables.HPCS

Protection Criteria and Measures

See Subsection H.3.2.13.

6

.
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Planned Modifications

No modifications are required in this zone.
H.3.2.21 Unit 1 - Steam Tunnel - Fire Zone 2K
Description

The main steamline shaf t, fire zone 2K, extends from elevation
687 feet-0 inch to 76d feet-0 inch.

The walls of this zone are structural reinforced concrete whichare keyed and doweled into ceiling slabs. The walls vary in d
y

thickness from 18 inches to 54 inches.
<

At the north portion of the east boundary, at el.evation 687 ,#feet-0 inch, there is no wall. At this boundary line which is ycommon with the turbine building, fire zone SB1, there is no grating.

<v
The north wall, north portion of the east wall, and west portion y #-
of the south wall are a minimum 42-inch thick concrete. The gwalls have a 3-hour rating.

[ 'f
A

The walls in the southeast area of this zone are common with the fp d-
'

turbine building, fire zone SD1. A section of the walls is 5
'

.

'
19 S/8-inch thick concrete block which extends up to within 1inch of the roof slab. The space is filled with a thermafiber Q ;f

y
fire seal. A portion of the concrete wall which is common to
both zones extends up to within 2 inches of the concrete slab. 4 /t, d

ysg .- s
*

This space is also filled with a thermafiber fire seal. For T
access to fire zone SD1 there is a UL labeled "A" fire door Thewalls common with zone SD1 6.have a 3-hour rating. T

A.SD2. kThe walls of the main steamline shaf t as they extend up to
64$Qelevation 768 feet-0 inch are a minimum 56-inch thick concrete. bJg !The walls have a 3-hour rating. g

i,

elevation 736 feet-7 inches, the main steamline shaft eastAt

wall is common with the primary containment, fire zone 2J. For !access to the reactor building, fire zone 2F, there is a blast
!door. The walls, at elevation 736 feet-7 inches, have a 3-hour
irating. ~

'

All floor and ceiling slabs are structural reinforced concrete.At elevation 687 i

feet-0 inch the floor slab vari *es from 36 inchesto 60 inches in thickness. At elevation 736 feet-7 inches theslab is 56 inches thick.
The ceiling slab of the east area next to the primary containment '

varies from elevation 758 feet-7 inches to 761 feet-0 inch. Theslab is 56 inches thick. There are numerous removable slabswhich are 27 inches thick. The ceiling slab of the west area
i

.
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H.3.4 Fire Area 4: Auxiliary Building - Units 1 and 2

The auxiliary building is common to Units 1 and 2. It has been
divided into 19 zones for the purpose of the fire hazards
analysis. These zones are listed in Table H.2-1 and shown in
Figure H. 2- 1. Each zone is discussed in the following. The
entire building structure is constructed of protected,
noncombustible materials. Table H.3-1 lists the safety-related
and radioactive equipment combined within each zone, and Table
H.3-2 summarizes the combustible hazards and fire fighting
capabilities present.

H.3.4.1 Auxiliary Building Upper Ventilation Equipment Floor -
Fi re Zone 4A

Description

The west wall of this zone is an interior wall that is common to
the turbine building. This wall is composed of 18-inch thick
concrete that contains protected structural steel framing. There
is an of fset portion of the wall between column lines 14 and 16
which is supported by protected structural steel and contains two
UL labeled "A" fire doors The west wall qualifie,s as a 3-hour
fire barrier. g

The south wall of this zone has two parts, one exterior portion
along column line 6 between rows R and N, and another exterior
portion above the Unit 1 diesel generator room roof along column
line 9 between rows N and J. Both portions are composed of 18-
inch ' thick concrete with protected structural steel framing on
the inside face of the wall. Both walls qualify as 3-hour fire
barriers from external exposures and 1-hour fire barrie rs f rom
internal exposures.

The east wall of this zone has three parts. The first part is an
external wall above the Unit 1 diesel generator room roof along
row N between column lines 6 and 9. The second portion is common
to the reactor buildings and lies along row J between column
lines 9 and 21. The third portion of the wall is an exterior
wall above the Unit 2 diesel generator room along row N between
column lines 21 and 24. The first and third portions are
composed of 18-inch thick concrete with protected structural
steel on the inside _ face. The second portion is composed of
self-supporting structural concrete at least 36 inches thick.
The first and third portions of the wall qualify f or a minimum 3-
' hour rating from external exposure, and a 1-hour fire rating from ;

internal exposures. The second portion of the wall qualified as |
a 3-hour fire barrier. '

The north wall of this zone has two parts; one exterior wall
along column line 24 between rows R and N, and another exterior
wall above the Unit 2 diesel generator room roof along column *

line 21 between rows N and J. Both portions are composed of

.
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Planned Modifications

No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.4.4 Auxiliary Buildina Main Floor - Fire Zone 4C2

Description

All four walls of this zone are structural reinforced concret'with the exception of a small section of the west wall consisting
of hollow concrete block. The structural reinforced concrete
walls are all keyed and doweled into the roof slab.

The north wall, which is common with the control room (fire zone
4C1) , is 24 inches thick. There is one UL labeled "A" (3-hour
rated) fire door in the wall. ,

The east wall, which is common with the Unit 1 reactor building ,,

(fire zone 2E) , is a minimum 36 inches thick. There is one s- Zz; -,A

" ~ door in the wall. TA EM de h pyd
$ra t c d'Y q .cdk M t%. 3 W2 W i ^ i " .'. " '3 hc,ur

W
The south wall, which is an exterior wall, is 24 inches thick-'s ja -

with no access openings. The columns have a minimum 3-hour
-

rating.

The section of the west wall common with the turbine drivenreactor feed pump area (fire zone SA1) is 48 inches thick with no
access openings. The columns have a minimum 3-hour rating. The

section of this wall common with fire zones SAS and 4C4 is
11. 5/8-inch hollow concrete block 'which extends up to within 1
inch of the ceiling slab. The 1-inch space is filled with a

silicone foam fire seal. There are two access openings with UL

labeled "A" (3-hour rated) fire doors. All walls have a 3-hour
fire rating.

The floor slab of this zone, which is also the ceiling slab of
the fire zone 4D3, is at elevation 768 feet-0 inch. It consists

of 6-inch thick structural reinforced concrete on 1 1/2-inch by
18 gauge metal decking. The only exception is between column
lines 11 and 12 where there is 36-inch thick concrete with no
decking. The entire floor slab is supported by 2-hour fire
protected steel beams and columns. In the north area of this
zone the beams and c61umns required for structural support of the
control room floor (fire zone 4C1) are fire protected and have a j

fire rating of 3 hours. The floor slab has a 2-hour fire rating. |

T'nere are seven floor drains. Many cooms have the floor covered |

with vinyl asbestos tile and have a 4-inch vinyl cove base around j
)

the walls.

The ceiling slab of this room, which is also the floor slab of
fire zone 4B, is at elevation 786 feet-6 inches. It consists of

24-inch thick structural reinforced concrete supported by
protected steel beams and columns. In the north area of this

,

.
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Fire Ioading

The average fire loading for this zone, including a transient
loading equivalent to 55 gallons of lubricating oil, is 38,800.

Btu /ftr. This is equivalent to a fire severity of approximately
1/2 hour.

Extinguishing and Detectino Capabilities

An ionization detector is provided in the ductwork. Actuation of
the detector sounds an alarm in the control room and stops the
fans. Manual firefighting equipment consists of one firehose
station with 50 feet of 1 1/2-inch UL listed hose, one firehose

hosestation with 75 feet of 1 1/2-inch UL listed hose, one CO2
reel with 100 feet of UL listed hose, two Class 2A-20B:C portable
extinguishers, and two Class 20B:C portable extinguishers.

-

Design-Basis Fire

The design-ba' sis fire would be contained within this zone and
have no eff ect on safety-related equipment.

.

*gPlanned Modifications . .
.

At VI elta- V}} f te e-{e tecitoa., Qsk Afr// Y'fc'S $ k nYb 15ff4L fo fL8| Ef' i

H.3.4.5 Auxiliary Building Elevation 768 feet-8 inches - Fire
zone 4C3

'

Dencription

This zone, being an irregular space, will have the walls
~ described going around the room clockwise starting at the north
wall. ,,

The north wall is an exterior wall. It is 24-inch thick
structural reinforced concrete doweled and keyed into the ceiling
slab. The columns have a 3-hour rating.

The east wall, common with the reactor building (fire zone 3E) is
18-inch thick structural reinforced cor. crete doweled and keyed
into the roof slab. Ir the stairucil ar^2 Thc;r -- -

lahcica "A % ,vu& ceted; -fice iccr for accccc tc the r^2ctor
buildi..n 'f h 'w. % C-tAJA m$el Eftc.R 4Ia14 elew M % J d_ A

J M'9Aedj -}wly,L W N%The south wall, which is common to the 6cntrol room -(fire zone
"

4C1) is 24-inch thick structural reinforced concrete doweled and
keyed into the ceiling slab. There is one UL labeled "A" (3-hour
rated) fire door in this wall.
The west section of the south wall is common with the security
control center (tire zone 4CS) . Fire zones 4C3 and 4C5 have
three walls in common. These walls are 11 5/8-inch thick hollow

.
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concrete block extending up to within 1 inch of the metal
decking. The 1-inch space is filled with a silicone f oam fire
seal.

The east wall t.;n extends back to a wall common with the control
room (f tre zcne 4C1) . This wall is 18-inch thick structural
reinforced concrete. In this section of the wall there is a pair
of UL labeled "A" (3-heur rated) fire doors.
The south wall, common with the computer storage room (fire zone
4C4) is 11 5/8-inch thick hollow concrete block with a silicone
foam fire seal at the top. Located in this wall is a pair of UL
labeled "A" (3-hour rated) fire doors.

7
The secticn of the west wall common with the turbine building is

12-inch thick structural reinforced concrete doweled and keyed CdR7F/Els.

into the ceiling slab. There is a pair of ted & l % ur
~

(ygt\Wt fire doore located in this wall.
41In/ A ceRTysap f: RAHE. *

Continuing clockwise around the zone, the walls become .

11 5/8-inch thick hollow concrete block with a silicone foam fire
seal occurring as described previously. There is also another
pair of UL labeled "A" (3-hour rated) fire doors in this wall.

The next section of the west wall, common ~with the turbine' driven-

; reactor f eed pump area (fire zone SA2) , is 48-inch thick
structural reinforced concrete with no access openings. The

'

columns have a minimum 3-hour rating.

All perimater walls have a 3-hour' fire rating.
.

The floor slab of this zone, which is also the ceiling slab of
the electrical equipment room (fire zone 4D4) , is at elevation
768 feet-0 inch. It consists of 6-inch thick structural
reinforced concrete on 1 1/2-inch by 18 gauge metal decking. The
only exception is between column lines 18 and 19 where there is
36-inch thick concrcte with no decking. The entire floor slab is
supported by protected steel beams and columns. In the south
area of this zone the beams and columns required for structural
support of the control rocm floor (fire zone 4C1) are fire
protected and have an assembly rating of 3 hours. The floor slab
has a 2-hour rating. There are four f]'or drains in this area. *

The floor is covered with vinyl asbestos tile, and there is a 4-
inch vinyl cove base arcund the walls.

The ceiling slab of this room, which is also the floor slab of
fire zone 4B, is at eleva* ' in 786 feet-6 inches. It consists of
24-inch thich structural rtinforced concrete supported by
protected steel beams and columns. In the south area of this
zone the beams and columns required for structural support of the
control room ceiling have an assembly rating of 3 hours. The
ceiling slab in this area has a 3-hour rating. The south area

H.3-67
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Combustible fiatorials
. - - - - - - ....

See subs ection H.3.4.10.
..

.

Fire Loading ..- __:. . 3. :: ; .. .
_,

..
. . .,

The average fire loading for this zone, including a transient .

. loading of 55 gallons of lubricating oil, is 93,000 Btu /ftz,
.This is equivalent to a fire severity of approximately 1 hour.

- . r '. . : . . n-
Tytinouishino and Detectino Car. abilities ,, , , ,,

.

-
.

_

. . . . . . . . - ..

See Subsection H.3.4.10. ...:;.

Design-Basis Fire __
-- , - - - -

,

,
.

-

..

Same as Subsection H.3.4.11 but for Unit 2. . . , ,

. .

Planned Modifications
~. .-
No modifications are required in this zone.

-

H.3.4.12 Unit 1 Auxiliary Ecuirment Room - Fire Zone 4E1

-

Descriction
.

"

All four walls in this zone are 11 5/8-inch hollow concrete block
extending up to within 1 inch of.the steel beams. The 1-inch
space is filled with a silicone foam fire seal. All structural
steel contained in the walls is fire protected. In the north
wall 'there is a pair of doors allowing access to the auxiliary
equipment room (fire zone 4E2) . In the south wall.the doors

f.-
and in the west wall a pair ofWo6E2Sfd*Oces(fire zone 4E3) ,

-

allow access to the Division 2 As 4 tchco'r vnnm
s to the turbine 4

(fire zone SP1'[gggTggggmare no access openings in _ the ;,
L building

cast wall.. All doors 8are un Aatured "A" (3-hour rated) fire
'

( . doors. All four walls have a 3-hour fire rating and all duct
'',

-

penetrations through these walls are provided with fire' dampars.
'The floor slab of this zone, which is also the ceiling slab of /

the labs and of fices of fire zcne 4F3, is at elevation 731 feet 0
inch. It is 9-inch thick concrete on 1 1/2-inch by 18 gauge
metal decking supported by protected steel beams. There is one

floor drain provided. The' floor' slab has a 3-hour fire rating
f rom an internal source and a 2-hour rating from an external

~

source.

The ceiling sl'ab of this zone, which is also the floor slab of
the Unit-1 cable spreading room, is at elevation 749 feet-0 inch.'

It is a 12-inch thick structural reinforced concrete on
1 1/2-inch by 18 gauge metal decking supported by protected steel

~ beams. There is a 2-hour internal fire rating on the slab and a
3-hour external fire rating. The ventilation openings in this

.
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I H.3.4.14 Unit 1 Division 2 Essential Switchgear Room - Fire
Zone 4E3

D escript ion

The north and west walls, which are common to fire zones 4E1,
4E4, and SB11 are all 11 5/ 8-inch hollow concrete block. The
block extends up to within 1 inch of the steel beams. The 1-inch
space is filled with a silicone foam fire seal. The structural
steel contained in the wall is fire protected. The free standing
columns in the room have 1-hour fire protection. There are three
access openings in these walls, abi of which have UL labeled "A"

1
fire doors h q a %vr% ~ n~tjaJL f. A&.(3-hour rated) .

The east wall which is common to the reactor building fire zone
2F is 36-inch structural reinforced concrete doweled and keyed
into the ceiling slab. There are no access openin~gs.

Along the east wall is the main steamline shaft fire zone 2K.
The common walls between these two zones are 56-inch thick
structural reinforced concrete, doweled and keyed into the
ceiling slab. There are no access openings.

The south wall of this zone is a minimum 24-inch thick structural
reinforced concrete, doweled and keyed into the ceiling slab.
The steel columns within the wall have a 3-hour fire rating.
There is a nonrated door, with a 10-inch by 10-inch by 1/4-inch
polished plate glass vision panel, providing access to an airlock
which has a UL labeled "A" door leading to the diesel generator
roo,m roof. M% g h M-62g h

iExcept for the ventilation openings, all walls have a
rating.

,

,

'

The floor slab of this zone, which is also the ceiling slab of
fire zone 4F1, is at elevation 731 feet-0 inch. It is a 9-inch
thick structural reinforced concrete on 1 1/2-inch by 18 gauge
metal decking supported by protected steel beams. There is one
floor drain provided. The floor slab has a 2-hour fire rating
from an external source and a 3-hour rating from an internal ~
source.

.

'

The ceiling slab of this zone, which is also the ficar slab of'

the electrical equipment room (fire zone 4D3) , is at elevation
749 feet-0 inch. It is a 12-inch thick structural reinf orced
concrete on 1 1/2-inch by 18 gauge metal decking supported by i

protected steel beams. The ceiling slab has a 3-hour fire rating |
f rom an external source and a 1-hour rating f rom an internal |

source.

In the southeast corner of this zone is a stairwell. The stairs
are enclosed on the east and south sides by 24 inches to 36
inches of structural reinforced concrete. The north and west

.
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walls of the stair enclosure are 7 5/8-inch hollow concrete block'

fire seal in the 1-incb space between the block wall andwith a
metal decking. Located in the block wall is a UL labeled "B"

(1 1/2-hour rated) fire door This enclosure has a 2-hour fire
rating. yag ,

The north and west walls ofAlso in this zone is a battery room.
the battery room are the north and west walls of this zone
(11 5/8-inch hollow concrete block, 3-hour fire rated). The east

In theand south walls are 7 5/8-inch hollow concrete block.
east _ wall there is a UL labeled " A" (3-hour rated) fire door.

feet-8The ceiling of the battery room is at elevation 738
inches. It consists of 6-inch thick concrete on 1 1/2-inch by 16

This room has ;gauge metal decking supported by the block walls. '

a 3-hour fire rating.

The ventilation openings in this zone are provided with fire
The ventilation system uses an outdoor air and returndampers.air mixture to limit the room temperature to 650 F minimum and

1040 F maximum. Area ionization detection system is provided
which annunciates smoke detection on the local panel and the fire

The ventilationprotection panel in the main control room.
system can be started manually by a locally mounted cont rol
switch.

Safety-Related Equipment

This zone contains the ESF Division-2 switchgear, motor-control
cent ers , batteries, and de power supply.

Protection Criteria and Measures
Automatic fire detection and manual fire fighting are provided.
Fire barriers are used to prevent the spread of fire.

Combustible Materiais

The primary combustible materials in this zone consist of cable
insulat ion.

Fire Loadinq
!

! The average fire loading for this zone, including a transient
fire load equivalent to 55 gallons of lube oil, is 71,800

| Btu /ftr. This is equivalent'to a fire severity of less than 1 -

| hour.

Extinnuishing and Detecting Canabilities

Ionization type fire ~ detectors that sound an alarm in the control
room are provided. Manual fire fighting equipment consists of
two firehose stations with 50 feet each of 1 1/2-inch UL listedtwo Classhose, two Class 2A-20B:C portable fire extinguishers,

-
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Design-Basis Fire

See subsection H.3.4.14.

Planned Modifications

No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.4.16 Unit 1 Division 1 Essential Switchgear Room - Fire
Zone 4F1

Description

The north wall of this zone is common with fire zone 4F3. This
wall is 11 5/8-inch hollow concrete block which extends up to
within 1 inch of the ceiling slab. The 1-inch space if filled
with a silicone foam fire seal. Located in the wall is one UL

f g s wall has a 3-hour
Thilabeled "A" (3-hour rated) fire door

fire cating. .

,

In the northeast area of the Division 1 essential switchgear
room, is the main steamline shaft (fire zone 2K) . The common
walls between the two zones are 56-inch thick structural
reinforced concrete with no access openings. They have a 3-hour
rating.

The east wall, which is common to the Unit 1 reactor building, is
36-inch structural reinf orced concrete with no access openings.
The wall has a 3-hour fire rating.

The south wall sepa rates this zone f rom the turbine building
* ground floor corridor. One section of the wall is a minimum 24-
inch thick structu'ral reinforced concrete and the other section
is 11 5/8-inch hollow concrete block with a fire seal located in
the 1-inch space between the block wall and the metal decking.
Located in the wall are two UL labeled "A" (3-hour rated) fire
doors. This wall has a 3-hour fire rating.

The west wall, which is common with fire zone SC11, is
11 5/8-inch hollow concrete block with a fire seal located in the
1-inch space between the block wall and the metal decking.
Loca ted within the wall is one -Ub'La fire..

door. This wall has a 3-hour rating.
.

The southeast corner of this zone is a stairwell. The north wall
of t?e stairwell is 48 inches of structural reinforced concrete.
The daor entering the stair ell is a UL labeled "B" (1 1/2-hour
rated) fire door. The west wall, which is common with the 250-V
hattery room, ic 11 5/8-inch hollow concrete block. There is one
column embedded within the wall with flanges protected on both
sides of the wall. The stairwell has a 2-hour fire rating.

.
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Fire Loading

The fire loading for this zone, including a transient fire load
equivalent to 55 gallons of lubricating oil, is 82,300 Etu/fte.
This is equivalent to a fire severity of 1 hour.

Extingui shing and Detecting capabilities

See Subsecticn H.3.4.16.

Design-Basis Fire

See Subsection H.3.4.16.

Planned Modifications
'

No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.4.18 Auxil ia ry Building Ground Floor - Fire Zone 4F3
,

Descr ipt ion
'

The north wall of this zone consists of both concrete block and
structural reinforced concrete. The east section of the wall
common with the main steamline sha f t (fire zone 3K) is 56-inch
thick structural reinforced concrete with no access openings.
This section of the north wall has a 3-hour rating. The west
section of the north wall is 11 5/8-inch hollow concrete block,
which extends up to within 1 inch of the metal decking. The 1-
inch space is filled with a silicone foam fire seal. Located
within this section of the wall is 'one UL labeled " A" (3-hour
rated) fire doog, There are two columns embedded within the
,,ll. This wall has a 3-hour fire rating,wa

hJh- he cast wall of this zone is common wit' both the Unit 1 reactor
}fe#"* building (fire zone 2G) and the Unit 2 reactor building (fire

zone 3G) . This wallpgiggcgetural reinforced ,

.ated fire doors. This
wall has a 3-hour fire rating M% difM /oe;w.* 4M-M.concrete with two "L .uuviuu n go ovum

y

--tla W % .
The south wall of this zone is common with the main steamline
shaft (fire zone 2K) and the Unit 1 switchgear room (fire zone
4F1) . For details on this wall see the north wall description
with the only difference being the column conditions. A column
is adjacent to the wall and is connected to the ceiling slab of
the 125-V battery room by welding studs which pass through the
wal l . The south wall has a 3-hour fire rating.

The west perimeter walls are 11 5/8-inch hollow concrete block
with a fire ' seal located in the 1-inch space between the block
walls and the metal decking. Due to the location of the fire
wall this zone also includes the decontamination room, the first
ai d room, stairwell, and elevator. There are two UL labeled "A"

.
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H.3.5 Fire Area 5: Turbine Building - Units 1 and 2

The turbine building is common to Units 1 and 2. It has been
divided into 36 zones for the purpose of the fire hazards
analysis. These zones are listed in Table H.2-1 and shown on
Figure H.2-1. Each zone is discussed in the following
subsections. Table H.3-1 lists the saf ety-related and
radioactive equipment within each zone, and Table H.3-2
summarizes the combustible hazards and fire fighting capabilities
present.

H.3.5.1 Unit 1 Turbine Driven Peactor Feed Pumo Area - Fire
Zone SA1

This zone consists of both Unit 1 turbine driven reactor feed
pump rooms at elevation 7 68 f eet-0 inch and the common exhaust
duct room beneath them at elevation 749 feet-0 inch.

All walls and slabs at both elevations are a minimum of 36-inch
thick structural reinforced concrete. The walls and slabs are
all doweled together except for the north wall at elevation 749
feet-0 inch. This wall, which is common with the cable areas
fire zone 5A4, extends up to within 2 inches of the protected
stael beams supporting the ceiling slab at elevation 768 feet-0
inch. The 2-inch space is filled with a silicone f oam fire seal.

,

(
The columns and vertical bracing at the north, south, and east
walls are embedded within the walls.

The. columns embedded in the west wall at elevation 749 feet-0
inch have their flanges exposed on the reactor feed pump side of
the wall, and at elevation 768 feet-0 inch their flanges are
exposed on the fire zone SA3 side of the wall.

At elevation 749 feet-0 inch the west wall has a 50 foot-0 inch
by 16 foot-0 inch concrete opening for exhaust ducts. The sill
of f our concrete openings which are a minimum 14 foot-0 inch by
12 foot-0 inch is at elevation 777 feet-6 inches. These four
openings will be partitioned with blowout panels. At elevation
768 feet-0 inch there are two UL labeled "A" fire door j(u

EDue to the openings and exposed steel beams, the west ucIl 'ac no
fire rating. The ner*b% south, and east walls have a 3-hour fire
rating.

_

,

All beams supporting slabs at elevation 749 feet-0 inch, 768
f eet-0 inch, and the ceiling slab at 794 feet-0 inch are
partially exposed. At elevation 749 feet-0 inch there are four
floor drains. At elevation 768 f eet-0 inch there are six floor
drains. The ceiling slab of this zone, which is also a portion
of the ' floor slab of fire zone 4B, is at elevation 794 feet-0
inch. The slab, which is 36 inches thick, has two areas, 28
feet-0 inch by 14 f eet-0 inch by 36 inches thick, of removable

.
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H.3.5.3 Turbine Operating Floor and Heater Bay - Fire Zone SA3 ,

'

l
lIn the north and south areas of this zone the exterior walls are

insulated fluted metal siding. These outside walls are supported |
by unprotected steel beams, girts, columns, and vertical bracing.
All siding above elevation 767 feet-0 inches is designed as blow-
in/ blow-out siding. The siding in these areas extends up beyond
the roof deck at elevation 843 feet-6 inches to form a 16-inch
high parapet. The exterior walls in both areas have no fire
rating.

The remaining portion of the east wall is common with the turbine
driven reactor feed pump areas (fire zones SA1 and SA2) and the
auxiliary building (fire zones 4C2, 4C3, and 4C4). For a
complete description of these walls refer to the previously
mentioned fire zones. The sections of the wall common to fire
zones SA1 and 5A2 have no ratings due to openings and exposed
steel. The section of the wall common to fire zones 4C2, 4C3,
and 4C4 has a 3-hour fire rating.

In the west area of this zone, known as the heater bay area, the
walls are a minimum 16-inch thick structural reinforced concrete.
These outside walls extend up beyond the roof deck at elevation
777 feet-0 inch to form a 1 foot-4 inch high parapet. From-

eleva tion 777 feet-0 inch at column line "W" the wall continues
up with siding beyond the roof deck to form a 1 foot-4 inch high
parapet. The only exception is between columns 5-12 and 18-25 up
to elevation 801 feet-6 inches where there are concrete walls
extending beyond the roof deck at elevation 801 feet-6 inches to
f orm a parapet.- Since.all columns, beams, and vertical bracing
at these concrete walls are exposed, the walls have a 3-hour fire
rating from external sources but no fire rating from internal
sources.

The section of the wall in the heater bay area common with the
solid radwante building is 48-inch thick structural reinforced
concrete with no access openings. This wall extends up to
elevation 761 feet-6 inches. In this section of the wall, the
columns and vertical bracing are embedded within the wall. This
section of the wall has a 3-hour fire rating.

The walls common with the service building have a 3-iiour fire
'

~

rating with UL labeled "A" doors For further details see .

Subsection H.3.9.1 (fire zone 9A) Mg gMM ,

Mir umAL s .

The roof over the turbine area is at elevation 843. feet-6 inches
and the roof over the heater bay area is at elevation 777 feet-0
inch. There is a' small section at elevation 801 -f eet-6 inches.
The roofing is UL Class "A". It is for the most part on
1 1/2-inch by 18 gauge metal decking; however, in some areas it
is on 6-irah monolithic reinforced concrete on metal decking.
These areas arc supported by exposed steel beams. Also there is
an area where the Inofing is on 48-inch thick monolithic

.
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.. SEPTEMB 1977u+e- 5J"A" fire-doors. All columns embedded in these walls have a 3-
hour fire rating. There is one column in the north wall
connected to vertical bracing, which extends out and is connected
to an exposed freestanding column in fire zone SC11. The north,
south, and east boundary walls have a 3-hour fire rating.
The stairwell at this~ level is enclosed by 48-inch thick
structural reinforced concrete block walls and a UL labeled "A"
fire door. At this level the stairwell has a 3-hour fire rating.
This stairw'< _eads down to fire zone SD3 where it is open. The
stairwell dem not extend up.

Mezzanine Floor - Elevation 731 feet-0 inch
J

All barrier walls at this level are either a minimum 35 5/8-inch
thick structural reinforced concrete block or 45-inch thick
structural reinforced concrete which is keyed and doweled intoi

the slab above.

The concrete block in the north boundary wal'1s extends up to
within - 1 inch of the ceiling slab. The space between the ceiling
slab and the top of the wall, and also where beams penetrate the
wall, is filled with a thermafiber fire seal. All columns

.

'

embedded in these walls have a 3-hour rating. Two columns are
'-

connected to vertical bracing which extends out and is connected ;to exposed freestanding columns in fire zones 5B3, and SB4. All
doors in these walls are UL labeled "A" fire doors. There is one

,

1

section of the north boundary walls which is concrete. This wall I
runs north-south and has column flanges exposed on the fire zone
SB) side of-the wall. .The north boundary walls have a 3-hour
fire rating with the only exception being the concrete wall whicht

has a 3-hour fire rating on fire zone SB4 side only.

. The portion of the east wall common with fire zone SB13 is
' concrete. The columns embedded in this wall have a 3-hour fire

rating. This portion of the east-wall has a 3-hour fire rating.
.The portion of the east wall common with fire zone SB9 has column
flanges exposed on both sides of the wall. A9 foo t-0 -inch. by 22
foot-0 inch concrete opening in this portion of the wall is

; covered by a blowoff siding panel. This portion of the wall has-
no fire rating.

t .

The south and west boundary walls consist of concrete b1'ock which
n

extend up to within 1 inch of the ceiling slab.- The spaces ;:
'between the ceiling slab and the top of the walls, and also where
beams penetrate the walls, are filled 'with a 'thermafiber+

ventilation seal. All . doors in these walls have no fire rating. j!- The south and west boundary walls have no fire . rating. .The floor '

,

slabs of this zone have varying elevations and thicknesses, from r;
a 76-inch thick foundation mat at elevatio'n 662 feet-4 inches,- 36
inches to 60 inches thick, structural reinforced - concre te for the !|upper basement floor slabs, and :8 inches of finished concrete on '

a -40-inch thick structural reinforced concrete slab at el'evation >

.
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H.3.5.17 Bal an ce-o f- Pl a nt cable Area - Fire Zone 5B13

Do ncri pti on

The north and south walls, which separate the reactor feed pump

area (fire zones SB9 and 5B10) fron fire zone 5B13 consist of
'

20-inch thick structural reinforced concrete that extends up to
and is doweled into the ceiling clab above. A removable concrete
block rhield wall 11 feet-0 inch wide by 13 feet-11 3/4 inches
high is located within this wall. At the top of the removable ~
wall there,is a silicone foam fire seal. There is a column in
this wall which has a 2-hour rating. These walls have a 2-hour
fire rating.

The east wall, which is common with fire zones 4E1, 4E2, 4E3, and
4E4 is 11 5/8-inch thick concrete block, extending up to within 1

/rTinch of the protected steel beams. The space is filled with a
silicone foam fire seal. Leading to each of the four adjacent dhhC zones is a pair of 6 fire doorg The wall has a [
3-ho.ur fire rating. D h p",1 A55En34/ss. )

,

'' The north and south sections of the west wall are a minimum-

60-inch thick structural reinforced. concrete which extends beyond'

,

the ceiling slab of this zone. There are columns embedded in the
walls. These sections of the west wall have a 3-hour fire
rating. The middle section of the west wall, common with fire
zone SB3, is 11 5/8-inch thick concrete block which extends up to
within 1 inch of the metal decking at the ceiling. In the space
between the top of the walls and the metal decking of the
ceiling,.and also where protected beams penetrate this wall there
is a silicone foam fire seal. The beams which penetrate this
wall are connected to protected columns in fire zone SB3. The.
wall is not supported by the steel members. This section of the
west wall has a 3-hour fire rating.

The floor slab, at elevation 731 feet-0 inch, which is also a
portion of the ceiling, slab of. fire zone SC11, consists of 9-inch
thick structural reinforced concrete on 1 1/2-inch by 18 gauge -

metal deching supported by exposed beams and columns. There are
11 feet-0 inch by 12 f eet-0 inch by 8-inch thick areas of
removable concrete slabs. There is a 3-inch bearing surface in
the direction of the span. The slab has a 3-hour fire rating
f rom'an internal ' source but n'o rating from a'n er;ternal source due -

to the exposed steel.

The ceiling slab of this zone, which is also the tloor slan of
fire zones SA1, SA2, and SA4, is at elevation 749 feet-0 inch.
It consists of a minimum of -a 10 feet-0 inch by 12 f eet-0 inch by .

'12-inch t hick concrete slab on 1 1/2-inch by 18 gauge metal
decking supported by exposed steel beams and columns. There are
two areas of 8-inch thick removable concrete slabs. There is a-

\s 3-inch bearing surface in the direction of the span. The ceiling

.

%

|
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Planned Modifications

No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.5.18 Unit 1 valve Aisle - Fire Zone SC1

The north wall of this zone is 23 5/8-inch thick concrete block
which extends up to within 1 inch of the metal decking at the
ceiling. In the space between the top of the wall and the metal
decking, and also where beams penetrate the wall, there is a
thermafiber fire seal. For access to fire zone SC11 there is a
UL labe1~ed "A" fire door With the exception of the steel beam,
the wall has a 3-hour rating, y %,

The east wall which is common with fire zone SB1 is 35 5/8-inch
thick concrete block which extends up to within 1 inch of the-

metal decking at the ceiling. In the space between the top of
the wall and the metal decking, and also where beams penetrate
the wall, there is a therma fiber ventilation seal. The wall has
no fire rating.

The south and west walls are exterior walls consisting of either
16-inch thick structural reinforced concrete which extends beyond
the ceiling slab which is doweled and keyed into it or 15
5/8-inch sections of concrete block. Along the west wall there
are exposed columns. The south wall has a 3-hour fire rating.
The west wall has a 3-hour fire rating from an exterior source
only. The floor slab of this zone is at elevation 710 feet-6
inches and is 48-inch thick structural reinforced concrete slab
supported on concrete beams. There are no access openings
provided in the. floor slab of this zone. There are five floor
drains. The slab is not fire rated.

The ceiling slab of this zone is at elevation 728 feet-0 inch and
elevation 731 feet-0 inch. It is a 6-inch thick structural
reinforced concrete slab on 1 1/2-inch by 18 gauge metal decking
supported on exposed structural steel beams. There is a 2-foot
6-inch by 3-f oot 0-inch floor hatch in the ceiling slab at
elevation 731 f eet-0 inch with a ladder extending up from
elevation 710 feet-6 inches. The ceiling slab has no fire
rating.

Safety-Related Equipment
_

This zone does not contain any saf ety-related equipment.

Protection Criteria and Measures
i

Due to the lack of safety-related equipment and the normal lack !
'

of combustibles, the steel is not fire protected. Manual fire
protection equipment is provided.

i

4

s
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wall that extends up to within 1 inch of the ceilin slab of this

zone, where there is a thermafiber fire seal. Whe the wall is

penetrated by steel beams, a thermafiber fire sea: is used as the
fire doors provided inu

closure. There are two UL labeled "A"

these barrier walls. In the north wall of fire zone SB1 and the
south wall of fire zone SB2 there is a column with vertical
bracing connecting it to the treestanding bracing exposed steel
columns located in fire zone SC11. These walls have a 3-hour
fire rating.

There are no barrier walls separating this zone from fire zones
SC3 and SC4. See Subsections H.3.5.20 and H.3.5.21 for a
description of the boundaries.

The diesel generator building fire zones 7B1 and 8B1 are
separated from this zone by 12-inch thick, structural reinforced
concrete walls that extend up and are keyed and doweled into the
ceiling slab of this zone. There are two UL labeled "A" fire

doors provided in these barrier walls. These walls have a 3-hour
fire rating.

The auxiliary building fire zones 4F1, 4F2, and 4F3 are separated
from this zone by 11 5/8-inch thick hollow concrete block which .

extends up to within 1 inch of the metal decking at the ceiling.
The space between the top of the wall and the metal decking, and j}.

also where beams penetrate the wall, is filled with a silicone i

foam fire seal. There are f%MUL labeled "A" fire doors + -dker
provided in these walls. All columns in this wall have a 3-hour
fire rating. This wall has a 3-hour fire rating.

1b % M % WI 4% M L *- h",
~

Fire zones 5C1 and SC2 are separated from this zone by
23 5/8-inch thick hollow concrete block walls, which extend up to
within 1 inch 'of the metal decking at the ceiling. The space at
the top of the wall, and also where beams penetrate the wall, is
filled with a thermafiber fire seal. UL labeled " A" fire doors
are provided for access to each fire zone. With the exception of
the beams, the walls have a 3-hour fire rating.

The radwaste building fire zones 6B1, 6B2, 6B3, and 6C are
separated f rom this zone by a 48-inch thick structural reinforced
concrete wall that is keyed and doweled into the ceiling slab.
Two UL labeled "A" fire doors are provided in this barrier wall.
Tlie wall has a 3-hour fire rating. Q Q
The walls common with fire zones SC5, SC6, S C7 , SC8, SC9, and
SC10 are separated from this zone by barrier walls- that are
48-inch thick structural reinforced concrete into which the
ceiling slabs are keyed and doweled. In addition, the north

sides of fire zones Sc6 and SC8 and the south sides of zones SC5
and SC7 are separated from this zone by 47-5/8-inch thick, hollow
concrete block walls that extend up to within 1 inch of the
ceiling slab. The space is filled with a thermafiber ventilation

.
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seal. There are three nonfire rated doors provided in these
barrier walls. The walls have no fire rating. j

The service building fire zones 9C1 and 9C3 are separated from
this zone by 11 5/8-inch thick concrete block. The block extends

In theup to.within 1 inch of the metal decking and the ceiling.
space between the top of the wall and the metal decking, and also
where beams penetrate the wall, there is a thermafiber fire seal.
All doors in this wall are UL labeled "A" fire doors. The
columns and vertical bracing are protected. The trolley beams
which penetrate this wall are protected on the turbine building
side of the wall only. The wall has a 3-hour fire ra ting.

In the north and south areas of this zone the east walls are
exterior walls. They consist of 11 5/8-inch concrete block. On

the interior side of the walls there are e,xposed columns, beams,
and vertical bracing. The walls have a 3-hour fire rating from
an exterior source only.

All other exterior walls are insulated fluted metal siding. The

walls are supported by unprotected steel beams, columns, and
vertical bracing. The walls have no fire rating.

A corridor near the south end of this zone separates the Unit 1
diesel generator building f rom the auxiliary and reactor
buildings at this elevation. The north wall of this corridor
separates fire zone SC11 from fire zones 2G and 4F1. It consists

of either minimum 24-inch thick structural reinforced concrete
keyed and doweled into the ceiling slab or 11 5/8-inch thick
hoJ1ow concrete block extending up to within 1 inch of the roof
slab. The space is filled with a silicone foam fire seal. All
columns and beams within the wall have a 3-hour fire rating. All

doors located in this wall are UL labeled "A" fire doors Thi p
@Dwall has a 3-hour fire rating, @ t4 4Alf4 M 6-- W'

*

/m pyA W M A M % . ~ W-tAQ .ohd 4m.g'

In the south area of this corridor there is a vestibule alle N'-g p*/
access outside the building. The wa'1s of the vestibule are
minimum 12-inch thick structural rein. forced concrete. The inner

This wall has a 3-hour
door to the vestibule is UL labeled "A"ifire rating, g, ,

The south wall, which is common to diesel generator building fire
zones 7B1, 7B2, and 7B3, is 12-inch thick structural reinforced
concrete keyed and doweled into the roof slab. Located within
the wall are six doors, three of which are motor-operated rolling
steel doors. All doors are UL labeled "A" fire doorsg The south
wall has a 3-hour fire rating. Mc@p em

- u.
is a UL Clas %s "A"The roof slab, at elevation 736 feet-6 inches,

builtup roofing system on a 12-inch thick structural reinforced
concrete slab. It is supported by protected beams and columns
which have a 3-hour fire rating.

.
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H.3.5.29 Unit 1 HPCS Switchgear Area - Fire Zone SD1
J

Description
a

!Tha north and west walls of this zone are common with the reactor
building fire zone 2K. The walls consist of either a minimum
18-inch thick structural reinforced concrete or 19 5/8-inch thick
concr et e block. At the top of the block wall concrete walls

1-inch gap filled with a thermafiber fire seal. There
- there is a

.

is one UL labeled "A" fire door in the west wall. A S n h e k % d
J Aolg tw* d s; d. Q % ,-tD r & & q .GAL s fwall common to the reactor building fire zone 2H2 andTha eas

th" south wall common to the diesel generator building fire zones ,
7C4, and 7CS are 36-inch thick structural reinforced concrete
keyed and doweled into the roof slab. In the south wall there is

'

a watertight bulkhead door (required f or flood protection) .
With the exception of the watertight door in the south wall, all
walls have a 3-hour fire rating.

In the southeast corner of this zone there is a stairwell.' It is
enclosed on the north and west by 7 5/8-inch concrete block with
a thermafiber fire seal at the top. The access door is a UL
labeled "A" fire door. The stairwell has a 3-hour rating.

To the west of the stairwell there is a battery room. It is

enclosed by 7 5/8-inch concrete block which- supports the ceiling
slab. The ceiling clab at elevation 695 f eet-6 inches is ,6-inch
concrete on 1 1/2-inch by 16 gauge metal decking. The access

door is a UL labeled "A" fire door. The battery room has a
3-hour rating.

The floor' and ceiling slabs of this zone are a minimum 28-inch
thick structural reinforced concrete. There are two floor' drains
provided. Both slabs have a 3-hour fire rating.

The temperature in this zone is maintained between 650 F and
1220 by the HPCS cooling water pump room ventilation system
and the battery room exhaust system. p

. Saf ety-Related Eauicment
~

This zone contains the cwitchgear, motor-control center,125-V
Lattery and d-c power supply for Unit 1 ESF Division-3 (HPCS),
and some ESF Division-3 cables.

-

Protection criteria and Measures
'' i

Automatic fire detection and manual fire protection equipment are '4
provided. '|,

|
4 ,j

!

'
w
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31,400 Btu /ft*: This loading is equivalent to a fire loading of*

less tnan 1/2 hour.

Extinguishing and' Detecting capabilities

See subs'e'ction H. 3. 5. 29.

Design-Basis Fire

See Subsection H.3.5.29.

Planned Modifications

No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.5.31 Domineralizer Zone - Fire Zone SD3_

Description

This zone is encioned by minimum 42-inch thick structural'

reinforced concrete walls. The south and west walls are building

' foundation walls. ' The east wall is an interior wall common with
fire zones Sc3 and :5B1. The north wall is common to fire zone 6D

I@'' N'
and has a UL labeled "A" fire door All four walls have a 3-hourb usIJty;;t JsxfL*

* '

fire' rating. %'

,

The' floor and ceiling are a minimum of 18-inch thick structural
reinforced concrete slabs. An open stairway is,provided for

y' access up to fire zone SB1 and down to fire zone SE1. In fire

zone,531 (elevation 710 f eet-6 inches) the stairwell is enclosed
2 A 2-foot 6-inch by 3-footby 3 hour firegrated walls and door.0-inch flrcr thatch for ladder access is provided to fire zone

SE1, as deacrihed in Subsection H.3.5.35. The ceiling slab has
numerous arcas'of grating and removable concrete slabs with steel
frames. The. floor and ceiling slabs have no fire ratings.

Supply air is' ucted into the water treatment area and service
aisle and exhausted through the heater drain tank cubicle into

t There are two 100% capacity booster fans at,the turbine cavity.
gt'he inlet into the cavity which are interlocked to the main'
tarbine2 building supply fans. The temperature is maintained
thtween *$50 'F and 1040 F, except for the heater drain tank
cubidig yhich can rise to 1220 F.<.

.' 66.

s , Sa f et.p- fle,b t.ed Equipment
\.

(
,

'

|Th s zone does not bontain any saf ety-related equipment.-

e.

> Protection criteria and Measures.,

Due to the los c'o'mbuNtible loading and lack of saf ety-related |

equipment, Anly' manual fire protection equipment is provided.y
s

s mW(,)
,k d,-.
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H.3.5.33 Turbine Building Upper Basement Area - Fire Zone SDS
j

:
(Description

The west wall, common with fire zone 6D, is 11 5/8-inch concrete
4

block with a thermafiber fire seal located in the 1-inch space at'

the top of the wall. There is a an airlock with a UL labeled "A"

fir door allowing access between the radwaste and turbine-

building. This wall has a 3-hour fire rating.

The majority of the walls in this zone are a minimum 42-inch.
structural reinforced concrete. There are sections of masonry

6 ' shield walls which are a minimum 55 5/8-inches thick with a
thermafiber fire seal at the top. These walls have a 3-hour fire
rating.'

The walls common with the clean and dirty tank room fire zone
SD6, are 11 5/8-inch concrete block with a thermafiber fire seal
located at the top of the wall. The doors located in these walls
are UL labeled "A" fire doors. The walls have a 3-hour fire
rating. For additional description, see fire zone SD6.

In the northwest corner of this zone there is the waste surge
tank room which is part of fire zone 6E. It is separated from
fire zone SDS by minimum 42-inch thick structural reinforced
concrete walls. All walls have a 3-hour fire rating.

The floor and ceiling slabs are a minimum 24-inch thick
structural reinforced concrete. There are 18 floor drains.

The stairwell is enclosed by minimum 7 5/8-inch concrete block
walls with a thermafiber fire seal at the top. The door for

access to the ' stairs is a UL labeled "A" fire door. The
stairwell has a 3-hour fire rating.'

Also located in this zone is an elevator pit. It is enclosed by

11 5/8-inch concrete block with a fire seal at the top. Access

is by a UL labeled "A" fire door. In the pit there is one floor

drain. The. elevator pit enclosure has a 3-hour fire rating. .

There are fire dampers in the ventilation openings. The zone

communicates with elevation 710 feet _-6 inches above through a:
ventilation opening.

1 and 2 andSupply air is ducted into the area from both Units
exhausted to the floor above through an opening in the 710-foot
6-inch slab. The temperature is maintained between 650 F and
1040 F within the zone.

E
.
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provided to extinguish any fires. A fire in this zone would nott

affect any safety-related equipment.

Planned Modifications
No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.5.35 Unit 1 Turbine Building Lower Basement - Fire Zone SE1

Description
.

All four foundation walls of this zone are a minimum 42-inch
thick structural reinforced concrete which are keyed and doweled
into the ceiling slab.

The north wall, which is common to fir zone 6E, has a pair of UL

labeled "A" (3-hour rated) fire doors There are no access

j openings in the east, west, and south walls. All four walls have
a minimum 3-hour fire rating.'

|
j In this zone are interior concrete and concrete block walls (no
|

fire rating) that divide this zone into 30 f eet-0 inch by 25
feet-0 inch rooms. The interior walls extend up to 1 inch
beneath the ceiling slab where the gap is filled with a,

i

thermafilter ventilation seal.
,

The floor slab of this zone is at elevation 663 feet-0 inch and
is an 84-inch thick structural reinforced concrete foundation
slab. There are 19 floor drains provided in this zone. Two
4-foot 0-inch by 4-foot 0-inch (approximate) sump pits are
located next to the south wall.
The ceiling slab of this zone is at elevation 687 feet-0 inc.'.

,is also the floor slab of firc zone SD3. It consists of a
'

24-inch thick structural reinforced concrete slab supported by
concrete beams, walls, and columns. An open stairway is provided
next to the north wall for access to fire zone SD3. There is a
10- foot 0-inch by 7-foot 0-inch opening for the stairs in the
ceiling slab. A 2-foot 6-inch by 3-foot 0-inch floor hatch for
ladder access is also in the' ceiling slab. It consists of
1/4-inch checkered plate, fiberglass insulation, and a 22 gauge

.

steel liner. The ceiling slab has no fire rating.-

This zone contains the heater drain pump cubicles, condensate
booster pump cubicles, and the associated service aisle for
Unit 1. Each cubicle is enclosed; however, they communicate with
the area located above through ventilation openings. Fire

dampers are not provided in the inlet and outlet ducts.
The turbine building fire sump and oil separator are located in
the floor of this zone.
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,

Safety-Related Equipment

This zone does not contain any safety-related equipment.

Protection Criteria and Measures

Automatic fire detection and manual fire protection equipment a're* -

provided.

Combustible Materials ,

The primary combustible material in this zone is cable
insulation. There is also some contribution from ventilation
gaskets and seals.

*

Fire Loading.

The average fire loading for this zone is 45,000 Btu /f t2 which is
equivalent to a fire severity of approximately 1/2 hour. A
transient fire load is not considered for.this zone.

.

Extincuishina and Detectina Capabilities

Ionization detectors are provided to sound an alarm in the
control room. Manual fire protection consists of one firehose

i station with 75 feet of 1 1/2-inch UL listed hose, one Class
2A-2B:C portable fire extinguisher, and one Class 20B:C portable
fire extinguisher. '

*

Design-Basis Fire
,

-

.

.

The design-basis fire would not af fect safety-related equipment.

Planned Modifications

No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.6.3 Elevation 706 f eet- 6 inches - Fire Zone 6B2
.

Descri otion

Almost all walls of this zone are structural reinforced concrete,
which are keyed and doweled into the niab above.' They vary in
thickness from 18 inches to 95 inches.

- The east portion of the south wall, which is common to fire zone
6 B 1, is 11 5/8-inch thick concrete block. It extends up to
within 1 inch of the ceiling slab. The space is filled with a (p.p
thermafiber fire seal. N

N The south portion of the east wall is also common with y
fire zone 6B1. It is a 36-inch thick concrete wall. The two P

,

walls common with fire zone 6B1 have a 3-hour rating. f..,___ ,Q Je ^! ,'': '*" A

br/@d[ -

/ h #ff ._ '
'
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' H.3.6.2 Radwaste Control Room - Fire Zone 6B1 (*

Description A
The north wall, which is com on to fire zone 6B2, is 11 5/8-inch
thick concrete block. It e ends up to within 1 inch of the
ceiling slab. The space is filled with a thermafiber fire seal.
There is a pa ir of -- . _ m.. - _ ;. Suurs provided. The wall has a
3-hour fire rating.

All other barrier walls of this zone are structural reinforced
concrete which are keyed and doweled into the slab above.

The east boundary walls are 48-inch thick concrete. All steel
members in the wall common with the turbine building fire zonc
SC11 have a minimum 3-hour fire protection. For access to the
turbine building there is a UL labeled "A" fire door The walls
common with the radwaste pipe tunnel, fire zone 6C, are 48 inch
thick concrete. g, pu,

There are no openings in the wall common with fire zone 6B3.
With the exception of the walls common with the pipe tunnel, the
east boundary walls have a 3-hour fire rating.

The south boundary walls are 12-inch thick concrete exterior
walls.

A nunfire rated door is provided. With the exception of the wall
containing the door, all the other exterior walls have a 3-hour
fire rating.

,

The west wall is 36-inch thick concrete and has a 3-hour fire
rating.

The stairwell in this zone is enclosed by either 11 5/8-inch
' thick concrete with a fire seal at the top or a minimum 18-inch
thick concrete. Access is by a nonfire rated door. The

'

stairwell has no fire rating.

The floor slab at elevation 710 feet-6 inches is 24-inch thick
structural reinforced concrete. This slab is not fire rated.

The ceiling slab thickness varies.' At elevation 7 34 feet-6
inches it is 36-inch thick structural reinforced concrete. At

elevation 720 feet-5 inches it is a 12-inch structural concrete
roof slab with a builtup UL Class "A" roof covering. The slab
has no fire rating due to the nonfire rated stairwell.

All ventilation openings contain fire dampers. Supply air is
ducted into the area from a self-contained package air
conditioning unit located outside the control room. This system
recirculates room air, mixed with minimum outside air, and
maintains a temperature of 750 F on a year-round basis.

.
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The north, ucct, and west portion of the south wall are exterior
concrete walls. In the east portion of the north wall and in the
middle portion of the west wall there are nonfire rated doors.
With the exception of the portions of the walls which have
nonfire rated doors, the exterior walls have a minimum 3-hour
fire rating..

,
,

The portion of the east wall common to the turbine building fire
zone SC11 is 36-inch thick concrete. For access to fire zone ,. ,

SC11 there is a UL labeled "A" fire door This po g on of the ( -

uall has a 3-hour fire rating. --- rN- A CERTt FiEof%3m C. . J
The portion of the east wall which is common to . e zone bus, is-

-

48 inch thick concrete. In this wall there is a 23-foot 6-inch
wide opening. There is no fire rating for this wall.

.

Both the floor and ceiling slabs are structural reinforced
concrete. The floor slab at elevation 706 feet-6 inches is a
minimum 24 inches thick. There are 17 floor drains. The ceiling

slab at elevation 734 f eet-6 inches is 36 inches thick. There

are numerous 36-inch thick removable concrete slabs. Two
openings for ladder access a_e provided. The ceiling slab has no

rating.

This zone ccmmunicates with 'the radwaste pipe tunnel through
' - mechanical and ventilation penetrations.

.

Supply air is ducted into the general areas of this zone and then
induced through the nonaccessible cubicles into the pipe tunnel.
Tempel:ature is maintained between '650 F and 1040 F in the general
area and between 650 F and 1220 F in the nonaccessible cubicles.

Safetv-Related Ecuicment
.

This zone does not contain any saf ety-related equipment.

Protection Criteria and Measures

Automatic sprinkler protection is pr'ovided for the bale storage
area and the truck bay area. Backup manual fire protection
equipment is also provided.

Combustible Materials
.

-

The combustible materials in this zone consist of cable
insulation, ventilation seals, lube oil, and compacted low level
radioactive waste.

.
::: ..:- . :. . . . . . f---. - .--

. . .

Fire Loadinq
~^ - '

' ~- ~~ -

~~

( The average fire loading for this zone, including a transient
load equivalent to 55 gallons of lube oil, is 9320 Btu /fte. This"

~ ~

is negligible.
.

.

b
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Protection Criteria and Measures
This zone does not normally contain combustibles; therefore, only
manual fire protection equipment is provided.

Combustible Materials
This zone does not normally contain combustible materials.

Fire Loading

There is no fire load in this zone.
Extinguishing and Detecting Capabilities

Manual fire protection consists of two firehose stations each
with 75 feet of 1 1/2-inch UL listed and one class 2A-20B:C
portable fire extinguisher.

Desion-Basis Fire
There is normally no combustible material in this zone to burn.

Planned Modifications
No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.6.5 Radwaste Pipe Tunnel - Fire Zone 6C

Description ,

All walls of this zone are structural reinforced concrete, which
are keyed and doweled into the slab. They vary in thickness from
12 inches to 48 inches.
The floor slab at elevation 677 feet-0 inch and the ceiling slab
at elevation 687 feet-0 inch are both 48-inch thick structural
reinforced concrete.

~

In the northeast corner and southeast corner of the pipe tunnel
there are stairways. The stairway walls which are common with

-

the pipe- tunnel are 43 5/8-inch thick concrete block walls and ~

The concrete block wall extends up to within 136-inch concrete.
inch of the ceiling slab. In the space at the top of the wall
there is a thermafiber fire seal. For access to the stairways

there are UL labeled "B" fire doors Both stairways have a 2-

hour fire rating. @ g
The stairway in the west area of the pipe tunnel has nonfire
rated doors. At elevation 677 feet-0 inch the stairway has no
fire rating. This stairway extends up to elevation 687 feet-0
inch, fire zone 6D, where it is enclosed by 3-hour fire walls and
a UL-labeled "A" fire door.

1
1.
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,

Fire Loading

See subs ection H. 3. 6.4.

Extinguishing and Detecting Capabilities

Manual fire protection consists of two class 2A-20B:C portable
fire extinguishers.

Design-Basis Fire

See Subsection H.3.6.4.

Planned Modifications

No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.6.6 Eleva cion 687 f eet-0 inch - Fire Zone 6D

Description

All structural reinforced concrete walls are keyed and doweled
into the slab above. All concrete block walls at the boundaries
of this zone extend up to within 1 inch of the ceiling slab. The

space is filled with a thermafiber fire seal.
The north and south walls, common with fire zonet SD4 and SD3
respectively, are 48-inch thick concrete. Each wall has a pair

of UL labeled "A" fire doors These walls have a 3-hour fire
ra, ting. Sg g @ @g da ,

The walls in the northeast and southeast areas of this zone,
which are common with fire zones SB2 and SB1 respectively, ar e a
minimum 56-inch thick concrete. Common to each fire zone is a
55 5/8-inch thick section of concrete block. These walls have a
3-hour fire rating.

The portion of the east wall, common to fire zone 6E, is 43 5/8-
inch concrete block. It has a minimum 3-hour rating.

The portion of the east walls, common to fire zone SDS, are
11 5/8-inch thick concrete block. All doors located in these

These walls have a 3-hour
fire doorsk M

walls are UL labeled "A" g M M%-

fire rating. % 4 W
The west wall is 48-inch thick concrete. It has a minimum 3-hour' ff
fire rating.

The floor slab at elevation 687 feet-0 inch is 24-inch to 48-inch
thick structural reinforced concrete.

.
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The ceiling slab of this zone, which is a portion of the floor
- I slab of fire zone SC11, is at elevation 710 feet-6 inches. It is

a structural reinforced concrete slab which varies in thickness
from 26 inches to 48 inches. This slab is not fire rated.

The elevator shaft in this zone is enclosed by 11 5/8-inch
concrete block with a UL labeled "B" fire door. The elevator
shaf t has a 2-hour fire rating. The stairway in this zone is
enclosed by a minimum 11 5/8-inch concrete block with a UL
labeled "A" fire door

M ~ W @' y has a 3-hour fire rating %, .
The stairwa .

e m A st M . U stfL % 4
This zone comprises the 687 feet-0 inch elevation 'of the liquid
radwaste building and includes both nonaccessible cubicles and a
general area. It is isolated from adjacent turbine building;
however, it communicates with the radwaste pipe tunnel. Supply
air is ducted into the general area, induced into the
nonaccessible cubicles and then into the pipe tum 1. -

Temperature is maintained between 650 F and 104* i' in the general
area and between 650 F and 1220 F in the nonaccessible cubicles.

Safety-Related Eouipment

This zone does not contain any safety-related equipment.

Protection Criteria and Measures

Because of the low combustible loading and lack of safety-related
equipment, fire protection is not provided for the structural
steel, and only manual fire protection equipment and floor drains
are provided. Ionization detectors are provided for this zone.

Combustible Materials

Combustible materials in this zone consists of cable insulation,
ventilation seals and gaskets, and lubrication oil.

Fire Loadino

The av' rage fire loading for this zone, including a transient
fire loading equivalent to 55 gallons of lube oil, is 42,200
Btu /ft2 This is equivalent to a fire severity of approximately
1/2 hour. .

~

Evtinouishing and Detecting Capabilities
.

Ionization detectors are provided in cable areas to sound an
alarm in the control room. Manual fire protection consists of

.

three firchose stations each with 75 feet of 1 1/2-inch UL !
listed hose, two firehose stations each with 50 feet of 1 1/2-
inch UL listed hose, four Class 2A-20B:C portable fire extin-
guishers.
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b De sign- Ba rs i R Fire

' ~ ~ "
--

The desi<p -basis fire in this zone would not af fect any safety-'

related e Taipment.
*

.

P,l_anned M,,<lificat ions

No modifi<:,2tions are required in this zone.

H.3.6.7 :levation 663 f eet-0 inch - Fire Zone 6E

Descriptipn
'

All barri r walls of this fire zone are a minimum 42-inch thickreinforced concrete, which are keyed and doweled intostructural
the slab .ibove- a acq.. W .a

521 and SE2 there are tuo pairs of UL
For accer:r: to fire zones

fi're doors For access to fire zones SB1 and SB2labeled "A"two nonfire rated watertight doors which are requiredthere are- All walls have a 3-hour fire rating.for flootl protection.

Stairwayu . ire located in the northeast and southeast corners of
th s zone. Each stairwa'y is enclosed by 7 S/8-inch concrete
block wit h a UL labeled "E" fire door. At the top of.the block

(i wall there. is a fire seal. The stairway has a 2-hour fire
;.

rating. -

In t he we:;t area of the zcne there is a si airway enclosed by
i The11 5/8-irmh concrete block with a nonfire rated door.

stairway h.is no fire rating.

The elevator shaft in this zone is enclosed by 11 5/8-inch
concrete block with a UL labeled "B" fire door. The elevator

shaft han . 2-hour fire ratina.
This zone comprises the liquid radwaste area at elevation 663
feet-0 inich and consists primarily of individual tank and pump

The zone is isolated from adjacent turbine buildingcubicles.
areas by t ire rated, walls; however, it co:r.municates with the

Supply air is ducted into the general
~

radwaste pipe tunnel.
indisced into the various nonaccessiole cubicles and t' henarea,

into the pipe tunne'l. 'Iemperature is maintained between 650 F

in tihe general area and between 650 F and 1040 F inand 104 P

the nonat'cessible cubiclec.
!
,

Sa f ety-nr !.ited Eaui emen t |4;f'f% [nS}%.ed -f3ane}5 a.v
t

5
Conf dns MstV - Itakg < ,Co

This Zotis' d;g r,c;--g m *:i- nm' ._
en i r.r.ent . l^A
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H.3.7.4 HPCS Diesel-Generator Room - Fire Zone 7B1'

.

Description

The south wall of this zone is an exterior wall. It is 12 inch

thick structural reinforced concrete.
J

The east wall is an interior wall common to fire zone 7B2
(Division 2 standby diesel-generator room) . The wall is 12-inch,

thick structural reinforced concrete. In this wall is a UL,

labeled "A" fire door for access between the diesel-generator
Tyrooms.

j The north and west walls of this zone are interior walls common
to the turbine- building ground floor. The walls are 12-inch
thick structural reinforced concre,te. ,

x

Located in the north 'a 1 is a mo or-operated rolling steel UL

labeled "A" fire door for access to the corridor. All walls in
this zone have a minimum 3-hour fire rating, and all structural
steel is fire protected f or a minimum 3-hour rating.
In the southwest corner of the room is the HPCS day tank room,

.

fire zone 7B4. For a complete description of this zone, see
<

subsection H.3.7.7.

At the west side of the room the ceiling slab is at elevation 731
feet-0 inch, and is 24-inch thick structural reinforced concrete.
The roof slab for the remainder of the room is at elevation 736

,

j feet-6 inches and is 12-inch thick structural .reinf orced
; concrete. Both slabs have no access openings and are supported

by fire protected steel beams and columns. All walls are doweled
and keyed into the ceiling slabs. The ceiling slab has a minimum
3-hour fire rating,i

i

The floor slab (at elevation 710 feet-6 inches) is 8-inch thick
finished concrete on a minimum of 24-inch thick structural
reinforced concrete. There is a 2-foot 6-inch by 3-foot 0-inch
floor hatch provided for access to the fuel tank room, fire zone
7C1, below. The hatch is a watertight closure consisting of
1/4 inch checkered plate with a 22 gauge steel liner. There are
three floor drains provided in this zone. Fith the exception of
the floor hatch, which is required by OSHA as a secondary exit,
the floor slab has a 3-hour fire rating.

.

The HPCS diesel generator room is provided with a separate f an
system with fire dampers through fire barriers. A high
temperature alarm isolates the ventilation system by shutting of f
the f an and closing the dampers. Remote manual control switches
are provided to independently purge the room with 100% outdoor
air.

.
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H.3.7.5 Division 2 Standby Diesel-Generator Room - |
t e

'

Fire Zone 7B2
..

'

Description

The north wall of this zone is an interior wall common to the
turbine building ground floor corridor. The wall is 12-inch

thick structural reinforced concrete. Located in the wall are
two doors, one of which is a motor-operated rolling steel door.
They are both UL labeled "A" fire doors % y h A . Qpq,
The east wall of this zone is an interior wall common to fire
zone 7B 3 (Division 1 standby diesel yenerator room) . The wall is

12-inch thick structural reinforced concrete with no steel
columns located along or in it. There are two UL labeled "A"

doors in this wall. This wall has a 3-hour fire rating.

IM Q
Along the east wal at the south end is the Division 2 diesel day
tank room, fire zone 7B5. For a complete description of this
area see Subsection H.3.7.8.

The south wall of this zone is an exterior wall. It is 12-inch
thick structural reinf orced concrete with no access openings.

The west wall is an interior wall common to ' fire zone 7B1 (HPCS
diesel generator room) . The wall is 12-inch thick structural
reinforced concrete. In this wall is a UL labeled "A" fire door udds
for access between the diesel-generator rooms. cgr fg [j
The ceiling slab of the room (at elevation 736 feet-6 inches) is
12-inch thick structural reinforced concrete,'has no access
openings, and is supported by fire protected steel beams and

3

columns. All walls are doweled and keyed into the ceiling slab.
There is also a 5-foot 6-inch by 6-foot 0-inch by 5-inch thick4

removable concrete slab in the ceiling.

The floor slab at elevation 710 feet-6 inches is 8-inch thick
finished concrete on a minimum of 24-inch thick structural
reinforced concrete. A 2-f oot 6-inch by 3-feet 0-inch floor
hatch is provided for access to the Division 2 diesel fuel tank
room (fire zone 7C2) below. The hatch is a watertight closure
consisting of 1/4-inch checkered plate with a 22 gauge steel j

liner. There are two floor drains provided in this zone. With j

the exception of the floor hatch, which is required by OSHA as a
secondary exit. The ceiling slab, floor slab, and all walls have
a minimum 3-hour fire rating. All structural steel is fire
protected to a minimum 3-hour rating.
The Division 2 standby diesel-generator room is provided with a

Aseparate fan system with fire dampers through fire barriers.
high temperature alarm isolates the ventilation system by
shutting off the fan and closing the dampers. Femote manual

.
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Planned Modifications

No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.7.6 Division 1 Standby Diesel-Generator Room -
Fire Zone 783

Description

The north wall of this zone is an interior wall common to the
turbine building ground floor corridor. The wall is 12-inch

thick structural reinforced concrete. Located in the wall are
two doors, one of which is a motor-operated rolling steel door.
They are both UL labeled "A" fire doors % de h a yfema\
The east and south walls are exterior walls which are 12-inch~

thick structural reinforced concrete. There are no access
openings in these walls.

The west wall is an interior wall common to the Division 2
standby diesel-generator room. The wall is 12-inch thick
structural reinforced concrete with no steel columns located in
or along it. Located in the wall are two doors which are UL
labeled "A" fire doors W ,

Along the west wall at the south end is the Division 1 diesel day.
tank room. For a complete description of this zone, see
Subsection H.3.7.9.

The colling slab of the room (at ' elevation 736 f eet-6 inches) , is
12 inch thick structural reinforced concrete, has no access
openings, and is supported by fire protected steel beams and

,

columns.

The floor slab at elevation 710 feet-6 inches is 8-inch thick
finished concrete on a minimum of 24-inch thick structural
reinforced concrete. A 2-foot 6-inch by 3-foot 0-inch floor
hatch is provided for access to the Division 1 diesel fuel tank
room below. The hatch is a watertight closure consistina of
1/4-inch checkered plate with a 22 gauge steel liner. There are

two floor drains provided in this zone. With the exception of,
the floor hatch, which is required by OSHA as a seconda ry exit.
The ceiling slab, floor slab, and all walls have a minimum 3-hour
fire rating. All structural steel is fire protected to a minimum
3-hour rating.

The Division 1 standby diesel generator room is provided.with a
separate fan system with fire dampers through fire barriers. A

high temperature alarm isolates the ventilation system by
shutting of f the fan and closing the dampers. Remote manual
control switches are provided to independently purge the room
with 100% outdoor air.

l

.
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Safety-Related Equicment*

-

This zone contains the diesel fuel storage tank for the HPCS
diesel generator which is used for standby power to the HPCS pump
in case of a loss of offsite power.

Protec~ ion criteria and Measures

Automatic sprinkler protection with water flow alarm is provided |
.

to prevent a serious fire from occurring. Curbing is used to
contain oil from a tank leak or rupture and two sump pumps are
provided. The sump pumps discharge to an outside oil separator.
Fire walls are used to limit the spread of fire to other areas.

Combustible Materials

The primary combustible material consists 'of number 2 diesel oil.

Fire Loading

The average fire loading for this zone is 4,900,000 atu/ft2 A

transient fire load is not considered.

Fxtinouishing and Detecting Capabilities

An extra hazard sprinkler system is provided for this zone.
Actuation of the sprinkler system due to high temperature sounds#

an alarm locally and in the control room. Manual protection
consists of one Class 2A-20B:C portable fire extinguisher and one
firehose station with 50 feet of 1 1/2-inch UL listed firehose.

.

Desian-Basis Fire
.

For a fire to occur in this zone there must be a leak or rupture
in this Section III seismically supported oil tank and piping.
This is extremely unlikely. Sprinkler protection is'provided to
prevent a fire in this zone from spreading to adjacent zones.

Plann ed Modifications

No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.7.11 Division 2 Diesel Fuel Tank Room - Fire zone 7C2
-Description

All walls and slabs in this zone are structural reinforced
concrete and are doweled and keyed into the ceiling slab. All )
walls have a 3-hour fire rating. i

|

IThe north wall is common to the Division 2 BHR service water pump
room, fire zone 7C5. It is 24 inches thick, and located in it, j

at elevation 680 feet 6 inches, is a UL labeled "A" fire door uAdl ouy )

I d f-.
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k Extinguishing and Detecting Capabilitie;

An extra hazard sprinkler system is provided for this zone.
Actuation of the sprinkler system due to high temperature sounds
an alarm locally and in the control room. Manual protection
consists of two Class 2A-20B:C portable fire extinguishers and
two firehose stations with 50 feet of 1 1/2-inch UL listed
firehose.

Design-Basis Fire

For a fire to occur in this zone .there must be a leak or rupture
in this Section III seismically supported oil tank and piping.
This is extremely unlikely. Sprinkler protection is provided to
prevent a fire in this zone from spreading to adjacent zones.

.

Planned Modifications
No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.7.12 Division 1 Diesel Fuel Tank Room - Fire Zone 7C3

Description

All walls and slabs in this zone are structural reinforced
concrete and are doweled and keyed into the ceiling slab. All

walls have a 3-hour fire rating.

The north wall is common t'o the Division 1 RHR service water pump
room, fire zone 7C6. .It is 24 inches thick, and located in it,
at elevation 680 feet-6 inches, is a UL labeled "A" fire door uAdl ou

nk)W'The west wall, which is common to the Division 2 diesel fuel
room, is 24 inches thick with no access openings.

The ' south and east walls of this zone are 48 inch thick
foundation walls.

The ceiling slab (at elevation 710 f eet-6 inches) is a minimum
thickness of 24 inches. There is a 2-foot 6-inch by 3-foot
0-inch hatch provided for access to the Division 1 standby
diesel-generator room above. The hatch is a watertight closure :
consisting of a 1/4-inch checkered plate with & 22 gauge steel
liner. With the exception of the hatch, which is required by
OSHA as a secondary exit, the ceiling slab has a minimum 3-hour
fire rating.

The floor slab is at elevation 674 feet-0 inch and is 8-inch
finished concrete on a 48-inch thick structural reinforced
concrete mat foundation. There are two floor drains provided.

.
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on the diesel's instrumentation causing the diesel to,

malfunction.

Planned Modifications
No modifications are required in this zone.

H.3.8.3 HPCS Diesel-Generator Room - Fire Zone 8B1_

Description

It is 12-inchThe north wall of this zone is an exterior wall.
thick structural reinforced concrete.
The east wall is an interior wall common to the Division 2The wall is 12-inch thickstandby diese1-generator room. In this wall is a UL labeled " A"structural reinforced concrete.fire door for access,between the diesel generator rooms.

1 M a. escrJp Vn p%
The south and west wails of this zone are interior walls commonThe walls areto the turbine building ground floor corridor.
12-inch thick structural reinforced concrete.
Located in the south wall is a motor Woperated rolling steel ULM a.ex%%d

labeled "A" fire door for access to the corridor. All structural

steel is tire protected f or a minimum 3-hour rating.
All walls in this zone have a minimum 3-hour fire rating.

In, the n0rthwest corner of the HPCS Iiesel gen,erator room is the'

For a completeHPCS diesel-day tank room, fire zone 8B3.
description of this zone, see subsection H.3.8.5.

elevation 731the west side of the room the ceiling slab is atAtfeet-0 inch, and is 24-inch thick structural reinforced' concrete.
The ceiling clab for the remainder of the room is at elevation

12-inch thick structural reinforced736 f eet-6 inches and isBoth slabs have no access cpenings and are supportedconcrete. All walls are doweled
by fire protected steel beams and columns.The ceiling slab has a minimumand keyed into the ceiling slabs.
3-hour fire rating.

-

-

(at elevation 710 feet-6 inches) is 8-inch thickThe floor slab
finished concrete on a minimum of 24-inch thick structural
reinforced concrete. There is a 2-foot 6-inch by 3-foot 0-inch

fire zonefloor hatch provided for access to the fuel tank room,
The hatch is a watertight closure consisting of abelow.8C1, There are1/4-inch checkered plate with a 22 gauge steel liner.With the exception of. three floor drains provided in this zone.

the floor hatch, which is required by OSHA as a secondary exit, |

tne floor slab has a 3-hour fire rating.

!
.
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UL labeled "A" doorf rovides access through the south wall to the'7 p
HPCS diesel pump room.

The west wall of this zone is an interior wall common to the
Division 1 FHR service water pump room. The wall is 24-inch
thick structural reinforced concrete, equivalent to a 3-hour fire
rating. The wall extends up to and is doweled to the ceiling
slab at elevation 710 feet-6 inches. There are no access
openings in this wall.

The ceiling slab at elevation 710 feet-6 inches is a structural
reinforced concrete slab with a minimum thickness of 24 inches.There is a 2-foot 6-inch by 3-foot 0-inch hatch provided for
access to the HPCS diesel-generator room. The hatch is a
watertight closure consisting of 1/4-inch checkered plate with a
22 gauge steel liner. With the exception of the h.atch, which is
requirei by OSHA as a secondary exit, the ceiling slab has a 3-
hour fire rating.

,

The floor slab is at elevation 674 feet-0 inch and is 8 inches of
finished concrete on a 48-inch thick structural reinforced
concret e mat foundation. There are two' floor drains provided. A

6-foot curbing is provided to contain the oil in the room should
the tank leak or rupture. A sump is provided with two 50 gpm
pumps to remove any drainage that may accumulate in this room or
those rooms above it in the diesel-generator building.

This zone is ventilated through a separate exhaust fan which is
located outside of this zone. Fire dampers are provided through
fire barriers. The exhaust fan is manually operated by a remote
individual control switch.

Safety-Related Equipment
_

This zone contains the diesel fuel storage tank for the HPCS
diesel generator which is used for standby power to the HPCS pump
in case of a loss of offsite power.

Protection Criteria and Measures
Automatic sprinkler protection is provided to prevent a serious
fire from occurring. Curbing is used to contain oil from a tank
leak or rupture and two sump pumps are provided. The sump pumps
discharoe 'to an outside oil separator. Fire walls are used to
limit the spread of fires to other areas.

Combustible Materials

- The primary combustible material consists of number 2 diesel oil.

1
!

l
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Fire Loading

The average fire loading for this zone is 4,920,000 Btu /ft2 Atransient fire load is not considered.
Extinguishing and Detecting Capabilities

An extra hazard sprinkler system provided for this zone.
Actuation of the sprinkler system due to high temperature soundsan alarm locally and in the control room'. Backup manual
protection consists of one Class 2A-20B:C portable fire
extinguisher and one firehose station with 50 feet of 1 1/2-inch
UL listed firehose.
Design-Basis Fire

"

For a fire to occur in this zone there must be a leak or rupture
in this Section III seismically supported oil tank and piping.This is extremely unlikely. Sprinkler protection is provided to
prevent a fire in this zone from spreading to adjacent zones.
Planned Modifications

-

No modifications are required in this zone.
H.3.8.8 Di vision 2 Diesel Fuel Tank Room - Fire Zone 8C2
Descri ption

Thg north and east walls of this zone are 48-inch thick
foundation walls. There is a ladder on the north wall thatascends to a platform attached 'to the north wall at elevation 691feat-7 inches and continues up through the ceiling slab at
elevation 710 feet-6 inches. The wall has a 3-hour fire rating.

The south wall of this zone is an interior wa11 ' common to the |Division 2 RHR service water pump room. This wall is 24-inch Ithick structural reinforced concrete, equivalent to a 3-hour fire
rating. The wall extends up.and is doweled into the ceiling slab
at elevation 710 feet-6 inches. A gallery stair ascends to a :platform attached to the south wall at elevation 680 f eet-6

[inches where a UL labeled "A" door provides access through the
south wall to the Division 2 RHR s rvice water, pump room. }

;

h" |
"

Tha west wall of this zone is an interior wall common to the HPCSdiesel fuel tank room. The wall is 24-inch thick structuralreinforced concrete, equivalent to a 3-hour fire rating. The I

wall extends up and is doweled into the ceiling slab at elevation710 feet-6 inches. There are no access openings in this wall.
The ceiling slab at elevation 710 feet-6 inches is a 24-inch
structural rein forced concrete slab. There is a 2-foot 6-inch by3-foot 0-inch hatch provided for access to the Division 2 standby

1H.3-199 *
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H.3.9 Fire Area 9: Service Building

The service buildir. is 2 ;acent to the Unit 2 turbine building.
7t has been divided into nine zones for the purpose of the fire
L zards analysis. These zones are listed in Table H.2-1 and
shown on Figure H.2-1. Each zone is discussed below. Table
H.3-1 lists the safety-related and radioactive equipment within
each zone, and Table H.3-2 summarizes the combustible hazards and
fire fighting capabilities present.

H.3.9.1 Upper Ventilation Equipment Room - Fire Zone 9A

Description

The north, west, and a portion of the east wall are exterior
walls consisting of insulated fluted metal si, ding. The walls are
supported by unprotected steel beams, girts, and columns. In the
west wall there are louvers and a door for access onto the roof.
deck of the service building. These walls have no rating.

The portion of the east wall common with the turbine building
(fire zone SB6) is 11 5/8-inch concrete block with a thermafiber 'Nfire seal located at the top of the wall. The roof decking of
zone 9A at elevation 764 feet-1 inch extends to this block wall. E9tka'h^#
Located in the wall is a UL labeled "A" fire door." There is 3- ..f,

hour fire protection on the column, beams, and vertical bracing ' gbgk
along and within the wall. This wall has a 3-hour fire rating. LU#

981
*

a
''

The south wall,' common with fire zone SB6, is a minimum 16-inch
thick structura'l reinforced concrete, which extends up beyond the
roof decking. Along this wall is a vent opening. The vent
opening is enclosed on the north, east, and west sides'by
7 5/8-inch concrete block with a thermafiber fire seal located at
the top of the ' wall. There are three openings in the vent
enclosure walls which are f ramed with a 1/4-inch bent plate. On
the turbine building side of the wall there are protected
columns, beams, and vertical bracing. The wall has a 3-hour
rating. The walls around the vent opening have a 2-hour fire
rating.

The floor slab of this zone, which is also the ceiling slab of
the office and locker areas, fire zone _9B, and the machine shop,
fire zone 9C1, is at elevation 742 feet-10-1/2 inches. It
consists of 6-inch thick structural reinforced concrete on
1 1/2-inch by 18 gauge metal decking supported by exposed steel.
There is an area approximately 14 feet-0 inch by 7 feet-0 inch
which consists of 5-inch thick removable structural reinforced
concrete slabs framed with steel. At the south wall there is a
1-inch space between the floor slab and the concrete wall. There
is a 18 gauge sheet metal bent plate used as a closure. Three
floor drains are provided. Around the vent openings there is a
minimum 4-inch high concrete curb. The floor slab is not fire
rated.

.
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- Uni ts 1 and 2
iH.3.10 o_ff-Gas Building It has beend 2.

The off-gas building is common to Units 1 an i hazards |
divided into nine zones for the purpose of the f reand shown on j

These zones are listed in Table H.2-1Each zone is discussed in the following.ipment within
Table

i

analysis.

Figure H.2-1.H.3-1 lists the saf ety-related and radioactive equbustible hazards and
|

each zone, and Table H.3-2 summarizes the com
.

;

fire fighting capabilities present. Zone 10A1
Of f-Gas Building Ventilation Room - Fire

H.3.10.1 l reinforced
All barrier walls of this zone are structura

d roof
They are keyed and doweled into the floor ani k and have

The south and east walls are 12 inches th cconcrete.
These walls have no fire rating.slabs.

nonfire rated doors. UL labeled "A" fire

The north wall is 18 inches thick and has adoor for access to the equipment access airlock.
This wall has a ;

i
i3-hour fire rating.

i is 24 inches thick
The west wall,' common to the reactor build ng,The wall has a 3-hour firefire door
and has a UL labeled

"A" I gg g ,
,

rating. The other walls >

Alcng the west wall there is a stairway. enc;ing the stairwell are 7 5/8-inch thick concThe stairway has no fire [

rete block. !

Access is by a nonfire rated door.
rating. l reinforced concrete.
Both the' floor and roof slabs are structura

inches
at elevation 710 feet-6 inches, is 24at elevation 726-feet 6 inches, is 12-inchThe floor slab, Dueroof covering.The roof slab,

thick concrete with a built-up UL Class "A"to the nonfire rated stairway, the floor s a
l b has no fire rating.thick.

t elevation
This zone comprises the HVAC equipment room a710 feet-6 inches and is ventilated from the oThis system is a once-through type

ff-gas filter

tdoor air. The airbuilding ventilation system.
which opera tes continuously and uses 100% ouis mechanically cooled or heated to maintain the

design

h building. A separate

temperature range within each area of t e i to the atmosphere ,

!

exhaust system is provided to exhaust the a rThis zone is maintained between
throuch the station vent stack.F on a year-round basis. fj 650 F and 1040

!

Safety-Related Equipment but only !

This zone contains saf ety-related cable trays, divisional 8 associated cables are contained with n
I

i the trays.
!

|

.
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ENCLOSURE 3

U1 Cable Spreading Room (CSR)

The design basis of the fire protection system for the U1 CSR is
to protect the cables in the cable trays that traverse the room. To

this end engineering:

1. designed a water spray system (closed head, pre-action) to
extinguish a fire and control burning,

2. designed a fire detection system,

3. secured insurance for the room from NML,

4. purchased solid bottom cable trays (with the exception of
drain holes) to prevent the propagation of cable fires
(NUREG/CR-0381 (SAND 78-1456)),

5. designed LaSalle such that in the unlikely event of a fire
that completely destroyed the CSR there is an alternate
path whereby U1 could be brought to a safe cold shutdown
(documented in App. H to the FSAR).

The FSAR lists the design bases as follows:

Pg. 9.5-1 . . . purpose is to suppress a fire . . .

Pg. 9.5-6 Applicable Codes and Standards:
29 CFR 1910
29 CFR 1926
10 CFR 50
NFPA - Fire Prevention Standards
NHL - Property Loss Prevention Standards
ASTM - D992-56

Pg. 9.5-8 fixed water spray systems are designed
to NFPA-15

SPEC J-2910 Fixed spray-system is designed for fire
extinguishment.

The following report provides the engineering analyses to
justify two exceptions from. code regarding.the design and installation
of the CSR fire protection system:

3.A. Location of detectors (NFPA 72E)
3.B. Spray density (NFPA-15).

.
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ENCLOSURE 3.A
'

.

Location of Detectors
The location and spacing of smoke detectors in the CSR

resulted from an evaluation based on engineering judgment asThe detectors are notsupplemented by the guidelines o f NFPA 72E.
located within 4"-12" from the ceiling.

Original engineering drawings noted that the location of ..

This decision was based onthe detectors wauld be " field located".the facts that the design was conservative in terms of numbers ofThedetectors and that the intent was to protect the cable trays.
-

judgment to actually locate the detectors was to include the physi-
cal shape and contents of the CSR to estimate which way smoke might
actually go and install the detectors to intercept the smoke.

The "as-built" drawings (beam location only on FS-9348-1;
and FS-9269-6) attached to this report show where the detectors, and
how many, are installed.

<

Engineering concludes that the design and current
installation are consistent with the intent of the code and that the,

;

CSR is protected.

!

"
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